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EDITOR’SMESSAGE

GARRETT GROVE PHOTO.

Feet First
They say the best things in life are free, and that’s probably true, but here at Mountain Life, we
think it’s because the best things in life can’t really be measured. No one can bottle determination.
There are no multi-packs of camaraderie sitting on a shelf somewhere waiting to go on sale. The
best things in life are intangible.
Advances in science and technology are allowing us to push deeper, move faster and aim higher
than ever before. And it’s never been easier to record, share and measure everything we do up
against ourselves and each other. GPS smartphone apps can record how much vertical terrain
we cover each day, as well as our top land speed reached. Helmet cams turn everything from a
morning commute to an afternoon rope swing session into a potential web edit ready to be blasted
out to the masses. We can map our runs, plan our weekends, and scope our next adventure on a
computer screen from the comfort of our couch.
But just because we can, doesn’t necessarily mean we should. This issue is about the things we
can’t measure, the things we probably shouldn’t. It’s about passion, dedication, beauty,
commitment, fear, fatigue, excitement and joy. It’s about humanity and love, and making choices
based on instinct and feeling, not data and facts. It’s about the enjoyment that comes from being
outside in the Coast Mountains on a summer day and soaking in all the amazing things that can
only be measured by how they make you feel.
So dive into the intangibles this summer, that’s where the real adventure is.
– Feet Banks
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WILL MUSIC FESTIVALS
SAVE THE WORLD?
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MAIN IMAGE: Is the medium the message? Pemberton’s Two-Acre Shaker. MATT WALKER PHOTO.
ABOVE: The faces of revolution? Bass Coast Festival 2013. ZIPPORAH LOMAX PHOTO.

“One good thing about music, when it hits you feel no pain.”
– Bob Marley
One good thing about music festivals: they might be a key
step twoards saving the world. In his tome, The Republic,
Greek philosopher Plato outlined the potential of music with a
forward driving rhythm to act as a dangerous agent of revolution,
“because rhythm and harmony find their way into the inward
places of the soul, on which they mightily fasten.”

And contemporary science backs it up. New research out of
the University of Queensland in New Zealand has concluded
that a majority of music fest participants feel an increased
sense of belonging and social integration, combined with a
desire for self reflection and re-evaluation. (Of course, that
could just be the drugs talking.)

That was nearly 2,500 years ago. Now, amongst what
seems to be a rising tide of environmental degradation,
political corruption and corporate fraud, it seems more
and more people are gathering at music and arts festivals
to soak in some nature, music and the collective vibe of
thousands of people on the same wild ride. For many the
festivals are simple escapism, a way to let the weight of the
world slip away for a few days, but there could also be a
shifting in the collective unconsciousness that’s larger than
just bass drums and jean shorts.

Regardless, for summer 2014, the Sea to Sky Corridor will
be overflowing with sonic awesomeness. Pemberton is kicking
out the jams with an old-school flavour as the Pemberton
Music Festival returns from July 16 to 20, and features
acts like Snoop Dogg, Soundgarden, Outkast, The Violent
Femmes, Blondie and a comedy line-up cemented by The
Trailer Park Boys and Bob Saget. From August 8 to 10, the
Squamish Valley Music Festival comes in hot with headliners
like Arcade Fire, Eminem, Foster the People, Nas and A
Tribe Called Red. Whistler hosts free concerts all summer
long including the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra live at
Whistler Olympic Plaza from July 1 to 5.

“In The Sixties, music was the main form of communication for the radical movement,” says Tolling Jennings. “The
phones were mostly tapped and there was no other media
available to us.” Jennings is the Western Canadian director
of the Jin Shin Do® foundation and a survivor of the big
music fests and social uprisings of the Woodstock era.
“People are always looking for an alternative space to the
craziness,” Jennings says. “A yin to that insane yang we
seem to be so wrapped up in lately. People start seeking
a spiritual awakening and a major part of that is turning
towards the arts.”
And history provides plenty of examples—from the trials of
the1930s depression era, to the social injustices of the 60s,
and to the financial and environmental pillaging currently underway, it seems that when the times get tough, the people
come together to sing, laugh, and dance, dance, dance.

On the more intimate side, Pemberton’s homegrown bag of
electronic radness, the Two-Acre Shaker, returns August 16
and the best fest in the West, Bass Coast, saddles up for its
second year in Merritt, BC with a packed DJ line-up, over
100 art installations and, in accordance with Plato’s advice,
a festival-wide theme of “Mutiny!”
So make music, not war this summer and hit up a music fest
for some good tunes and affirmation that even though the
clouds of oppression are looming, we are all in it together and
a part of something larger. It’s called humanity, and you’ll find
the best (and worst) of it at this summer’s music festivals.
Have fun, we can overthrow the world in the fall.
– Feet Banks
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CONTROVERSY!
E-BIKES

Opinions are like buttholes: everybody’s got one. And these days, the
comment boards are lighting up over electric-assist mountain bikes. Bike
purists are convinced eBikes on the trails are a sign of the forthcoming
apocalypse and that the very definition of a bicycle hinges on it being
purely pedal-powered. E-proponents claim the battery assisted pedal
bikes are the future of the sport. Of course, very few people have actually
ridden one, but legendary Kranked filmmaker Bjorn Enga has, and he
loves them so much he’s invested in his own brand, Kranked eRide.
“All I want to do is be in nature with a dose of adrenaline,” Bjorn says.
“I’ve been doing that since I was 15 years old and now I have the technology
that allows me to ride like I have been dreaming about my whole life.”
Kranked eRides are essentially downhill bikes with an electric motor that
can be switched on to assist with uphill climbs. “People think it is a
motorbike,” Bjorn explains, “but it’s really just a downhill mountain bike.
You ride it the regular way going down and across, and then when you
come to an uphill, you allow a bit of electric-assist to maintain that flow.”
That “flow,” according to Bjorn, is essentially the essence of mountain
biking and he has been knocking off 40-kilometre-plus rides through the
Coast Mountains and coming back as stoked as he’s ever been. “It might
not work for people who live in zones with trail access issues,” he says,
“but there are a lot of opinions out there from people who have never
even tried one. Really, I think there is just a lot of education that has to
go on.” Take a look for yourself. krankedbikes.com
– Feet Banks
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YEARS OF WORCA
A quarter century of the Whistler Off Road Cycling Association
The more things change, the more they stay the same, and
even after 25 years of groundbreaking work and incredible
success stories, the Whistler Off Road Cycling Association
is still facing one of the same problems that got them
organized in the first place: when will mountain bikes be
allowed in BC Provincial Parks?
“We used to be able to ride up to Singing Pass,” recalls
Cathy Jewett, a participating WORCA rider from the very
beginning. “Before the days of the land slump we’d ride
up, have a picnic and come back. Then we got kicked out
and that was a big part of why people started to organize.
And today, it seems we have a park system even more
entrenched with keeping us out.”
Jewett and a motley crew of now-legendary characters like
Charlie Doyle, Bob Eakins, Eric Crow, Vincent Massey, Don
Campbell and Paul Rawlinson all attended the first WORCA
gathering which took place at the Boot Pub in 1989.
“They invited me to one of their first board meetings,”
says Grant Lamont, another WORCA pioneer. “I came into
it looking to bring a bit of structure, there was really no
organization like it in the province. Rolo (Rawlinson) and I
came up with the Loonie Races sometime around 1990 to
try and get more membership. Who can say no to a beer,
dinner and a race for a buck?”
The Loonie Race concept attracted hundreds of new
members and cemented WORCA as a valid and important
Whistler institution. “It got very legitimate,” Lamont says.
“By about 1997 it had just exploded. People could come
to town, not know anyone, pay their 30 bucks membership
fee and instantly have three or four hundred new friends.
And then people started having families, so Greg McDonnell
and I started the youth program—75 bucks for a kid to
ride all day for five straight days. I think we had 420 kids
through the program last year.”
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Thanks to the dedication of hundreds of volunteers and
trail builders, tireless campaigning from WORCA and even
some cash from the Whistler municipality, WORCA now
has over 1,800 members and 150 kilometres of legitimate
trails under their stewardship (not counting the Bike Park
or municipally overseen Lost Lake and Interpretive Forest
trails.) Thanks to WORCA (and the Squamish and Pemberton
clubs built in its image), mountain biking in the Sea to
Sky corridor has a voice that is taken very seriously by
municipalities and developers.
But you still can’t ride bikes in Garibaldi Provincial Park.
“The battle is never won,” Lamont says. “It’s discouraging
that after all the mountain bike community has done in
regards to land use cooperation and management plans,
we still have a Parks system operating in a vacuum that
was developed in the 1970s and won’t permit bikes in the
park even on a limited basis. That was our original fight
and it is still on.”
Of course, all the other successes and friendships from
the past 25 years are well worth celebrating, so WORCA is
hosting a 25 Year Anniversary Party on Sunday, June 14 at
Dusty’s in Creekside. Celebrations will include a XC race,
live music, presentations, BBQ and kids’ activities.
“That is the best part of it all to me,” Lamont says, “it’s
connecting kids to nature. I love running into a bunch of
12-year-old kids out in the middle of nowhere on Comfortably
Numb. They’re not staring at their phones, waiting for the
next post. What I like to see are kids with nothing to do,
out riding their bikes. Free, cheap and accessible is what
builds a great community.” worca.com
– Feet Banks
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DAVE BARNES ILLUSTRATION.

SURF-TO-SKY
Making waves in Pemberton

The Sea to Sky Corridor isn’t known for its surf attractions (yet) but a
standing wave could be swirling onto the banks of the long-unused
kayak park adjacent to the lower Rutherford Creek Power Project.
“You could have a wave that never ends,” says Tyler Kraushar, president
of Surf Pemberton. “You could surf for an hour straight without worrying
about getting on and off the wave.”
Surf Pemberton is a grassroots community organization that formed
around a single vision of bringing a feasible surf facility to the Sea to
Sky. There are legions of wave-hungry surfers living in the mountains and
BC’s surf destinations all involve a full day of travel.
“You have a phenomenal location there,” says Neil Egsgard, founder
of Calgary-based Surf Anywhere. Egsgard regularly surfs the Kananaskis River, and last November travelled to the Sunshine Coast to surf
the treacherous waves of Skookumchuck Narrows. “You have 15 to 17
cubic metres (of water) per second flowing through the Rutherford, you
have a concrete course already built, it’s dam controlled so you can shut
it off, and there’s a club house. It’s perfect.”
But converting a poorly-designed kayak park into a safe and feasible
eight to 10-metre-wide standing wave will require a significant amount
of investment. Several companies, including California-based American
Wave Machines, have stepped up to offer their design services free of
charge, while support and donations have been pouring in from Sea to Sky
businesses and residents.
“Right now we’re trying to get as much money in the bank as we can,”
Kraushar says. “The more we can bring in, the sooner we can start
moving earth.” surfpemberton.ca
– Vince Shuley
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Perry
BECKHAM
By Tami Knight
“Is climbing as important as some may think?”
Sitting in his humble home with the Stawamus Chief looming right outside
his window, Perry Beckham is pensive about his nearly forty years as
a rock climber and mountaineer. So he answers his own question,“No,
unless you connect to that natural world to give back. Unless you learned
something from it, unless you realize it’s a privilege.”
He then asks what kind of tea I’d prefer.
Beckham is one of the pioneers of big-wall free-climbing in Squamish. In
the early 1980s he pushed free routes to the Split Pillar that bypassed
the original bolt ladders and went on to establish such classics as The
Daily Planet and The Northern Lights. In 1986 he made the second free
ascent of the U Wall Roman Chimneys route (leading every pitch).
Born in Churchill Manitoba of English, Scottish, French and Cree descendants (and therefore Métis), Perry and his family moved to Northern BC’s
Peace Country, Vancouver Island and eventually on to Terrace. The eldest
of nine siblings, Perry left home at the age of 15 and made his way to
Vancouver Island’s Comox Valley where he embarked on a life-altering,
five-day trip across the rugged alpine, high points of Strathcona Park
with a young Peter Croft.
Perry’s climbing adventures really began to roll following his first visit to
California’s Yosemite Valley. Arriving in 1976 with a handful of friends
from Squamish, Perry and the Canadians discovered a like-minded group
of climbers when they met “The Stonemasters”—American climbers Ron
Kauk, John Bachar, John Long and Werner Braun—who were reshaping
the concept of free climbing. Sporting white painter pants, rugby shirts
and red bandanas worn pirate-style, the Stonemasters were freeing steep
climbs like Astroman and The Crucifix. That “climb-a-whole-lot-harder”
attitude was duly adopted (along with the iconic fashion sense) and
brought back to Squamish.
Through the 1980s the 5.11 grade proliferated in Squamish and hard free
routes began going up. University Wall was free-climbed and Squamish
began the transformation from secluded backwater for a handful of social
misfits to mainstream destination climbing area. At about the same time,
the film and commercial production industry arrived in BC and Beckham
was able to quit his job as a logger and travel the globe working as a
mountain rigger. He continued climbing hard until the age of 38 when his
elbow gave out, ending a prolific 20-year career. Perry focused on his
livelihood as a Special Effects and Stunt Rigger and a lifelong obsession
with playing guitar.
Continued

Perry leading “MF Direct” at Castle Rock, Leavenworth WA circa 1982. JAN DALY PHOTO.
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Rock on. Perry enjoys his shaded 1937 Martin D28 Guitar. DAVE HUMPHREYS PHOTO.

When I was a boy there were unexplored
frontiers and the earth’s resources were
limitless, but our world has grown smaller and
the natural capital we rely on, alarmingly finite.
The notion of being part of the solution and making a net difference
for the better has become a preoccupation. Beckham parlays his deep
knowledge of rope handling and mountain travel into hundreds of volunteer
hours on Search and Rescue calls and training rope rescue teams. He’s
recently opened an aerial rigging training facility and begun to build a
connection to Covenant House in Vancouver, working with youth at risk,
a cause near and dear to his heart.
These days Perry Beckham is quintessentially a 21st century, western
Canadian outdoor guy. He climbs, he fly-fishes, and he’s concerned
about where resources come from and where waste products go. Body
and soul, he’s what the outdoor industry analysts call “core authenticity.”
“We were born into 50 years of peace and prosperity unparalleled in
human history,” he says of us Baby Boomers. “When I was a boy there
were unexplored frontiers and the earth’s resources were limitless, but
our world has grown smaller and the natural capital we rely on, alarmingly finite. We don’t pay attention to the level of subsidy in our lives. My
truck, for example, would probably cost a quarter million dollars if it was
built responsibly for a living wage. We now live in lean, mean times that
are here to stay,” he says.
The tiny Squamish home Perry shares with his wife Nadine and their dog
Kakwa resonates with understated yet fine appointments. Tucked in the
forest between the Blind Channel and the Smoke Bluffs with a view of
The North Walls, Perry regards their home as a sanctuary. Perry says his
small home is a deliberate choice to reduce his footprint, how he couldn’t
live in a suburb of consumptive, oversized homes.
Is climbing still important to Perry? Certainly. “But I no longer identify as
a climber and regard myself as an increasingly irrelevant anachronism in
a fast changing society,” Perry adds enigmatically, although climbers frequent his small home even if only for a guitar lesson. He has journeyed
past that place of pushing his limits on the crags, walls and mountains,
to a simpler enjoyment of rock climbing for the kinesthetic pleasure, and
time in the alpine for its stark simplicity and reminder of our place in nature.
“Contribute to civil and informed discourse and challenge cherished
paradigms,” he says. “Try to give something back and leave the place a
little better than you found it.”
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There’s no place like home.
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Dan in his happy place. TODD HELLINGA PHOTO.

SEE IT, BUILD IT, RIP IT
Cosmic visualization meets shovelling
raw earth with Dan Raymond, Trailbuilder
By Seb Kemp
Not many people can draw similarities between spinning high
above the deck of an Olympic snowboard half pipe and spending
countless dirty, sweating hours constructing mountain bike trails,
but Dan Raymond has done both and claims that although the
tasks differ greatly, the process is somewhat indistinguishable.
“I feel that you can experience something in your head and get
the same physical reaction, the same adrenalin rush, as when
you do it for real.” Dan chews this thought over some, takes a
swig from his beer (craft beer, it has to be said) and continues
to explain that being able to visualize snowboard tricks always
helped him excel and the same technique works for building
mountain bike trails. “I can imagine riding a line that doesn’t
exist yet, and actually feel the fun to be had if I built it.”
Dan’s entry into competitive snowboarding was sort of backwards
– he started out as a coach and then became a professional
athlete. He was, as he puts it, “a nerd ski instructor” who
relished the act of learning. “I found that the cognitive aspect of
learning about snowboarding made me progress as an athlete
really effectively,” he says. “At first I just wanted to do a season
competing on the World Cup so I could be a better coach, so I
would know what it was like to be at that level. But that turned
into eight years as a competitive athlete and culminated with my
retirement after the Vancouver 2010 Winter Olympic Games.”
After retiring, Dan needed a new learning outlet, something that
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he could unravel and understand. That summer, while out riding
his mountain bike, he came across a section of trail high up
on the Flank that seemed to go nowhere. “It suckered me in,”
Dan recalls. “I thought to myself, I have to do something here,
it’s beautiful terrain.” What he thought would take just a few
afternoons to complete ended up filling three summers of his
spare time as Dan created Rockwork Orange, Korovo Milkbar
and Wizard Burial Ground, a series of interlinked trails that have
already become Whistler classics.
The same thirst for knowledge and ability to visualize and
experience success that had worked for snowboarding, transferred easily into trail building. Not all of Dan’s dirt education
was entirely self-driven — he sought the guidance of other local
master builders and advice from the riding community. He even
took on an apprenticeship of sorts with the Whistler Municipality
trail crew under the tutelage of Eric Berry and Leanne Patterson.
“I did some serious learning, very intense,” Dan says. “Eric is a
wizard with woodwork and Leanne is a wizard of rock work. They
showed me what was possible to build, with terrain I never knew
was possible to do so with. And, most importantly, they showed
me how to make it fun.”
A good builder must be able to imagine a line and know how to
go about creating it. When riding Dan’s trails, it’s easily apparent
Continued
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that he has the ability to visualize a line that works with the terrain
– something that can’t be taught – but also the learned skills and
techniques to make these lines a reality. It’s art, really.
“I see trails as aesthetically beautiful things that, with time and
destruction, can become horrible scars,” Dan explains. “ I don’t
particularly like braided trails. You can see where a builder has not
anticipated the speed of riders or how riders will actually ride the
trail, and that leads to damage.”
Dan says that he enjoys remediating flawed trails and creating routes
that go where the riders will go. “It’s about creating with flow so the
experience is best,” he explains. “I hate seeing trails that are ten
feet wide because… it’s ugly.”
Making a line that flows well for a rider is one thing, but Dan also needs
to create trails that will last past the first full summer. This means working
with the gradient, looking for natural features, and efficiently using all
the materials Mother Nature provides – rock lasts forever, dirt can be
mined and placed on the trail bed if necessary and good cedar can be
employed to span soft ground or challenging terrain.
To properly visualize a trail requires true talent, but most of all
builders need patience. “Everything takes a lot more work than you
think it will,” Dan says. “It doesn’t matter if you want to add a berm
to something, or build a jump, or clean out a rock to add a line to
your favourite trail, it will always be harder than you thought and take
longer.”

What he thought would take just a few afternoons to
complete ended up filling three summers of his spare
time as Dan created Rockwork Orange, Korovo Milkbar
and Wizard Burial Ground, a series of interlinked
trails that have already become Whistler classics.
Dan’s craftsman appreciation for the techniques of trail building and
his artist’s ability to build durable, flowy trails with subtly disguised
smart design features has landed him a job with the Whistler Off
Road Cycling Association (WORCA) building part of the 3-year
Sproatt alpine trail project. While the Municipality constructs a multiuse climbing trail, Dan and others will be working on a blue-grade
descending trail that will eventually create a loop from the valley to
the alpine and back. “Sort of like a downhill version of Comfortably
Numb,” Dan explains, referencing the classic Whistler trail that enjoys official “Epic” status as awarded by the International Mountain
Biking Association.
For Dan, it’s about the work more than the accolades. “Trailbuilding
has made me obsessive to the point that everywhere I go I am looking
at the terrain and imagining what a trail would look like in there. It
occupies my time and my mind in the same way that imagining my
half pipe snowboard runs would when I was competing.”
And this is good news for local mountain bikers, because when Dan’s
imagination runs wild, it’s an even wilder ride for the rest of us.

P: Robin O’Neill

DEMO CENTRE
DEMO BIKES AVAILABLE FROM :

Carleton Lodge 604.905.2076
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whistlerblackcomb.com/bikedemo
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BACKYARD

TODD LAWSON PHOTO.

HOT ON YOUR HEELS
Women’s enduro race creator Melissa Sheridan walks the talk and rides the rocks
By Jan Redford
For a mountain bike race, the scene is anything but
typical: A long line of women – some in poufy blue
tutus and fuzzy pink angel wings – laugh and chat as
they wait at the trailhead of Angry Midget, a popular
bike trail above Squamish’s Quest University. Straddling
her bike, Melissa Sheridan is the next rider up. The
timekeeper, a male volunteer in skin-tight underwear
and a black afro wig finally yells “Go!”, and the
founder and director of the Hot On Your Heels (HOYH)
all-women’s mountain bike enduro race drops into her
own course and skids around the first switchback.
Melissa Sheridan, 36, is a mortgage broker, a volunteer,
and an avid mountain biker living in Squamish. She
also runs the Squamish Off-Road Cycling Association
(SORCA) cross-country Toonie races, and was inspired
to create HOYH after noticing a low ratio of women to
men participating in those weekly events, in spite of
the high number of women out on the trails. She created
HOYH in the hopes that it would ease women into
the racing scene. “Low on intimidation, high on fun,”
Melissa says. “I get butterflies before every race, but
when I see a woman riding hard it gives me incentive
— how do I get to be as good as her?”
One way is to keep racing as hard as you can, and
partway down her HOYH run, Melissa plunges into
a steep, loose chute and suddenly flies over her
handlebars face-first into the dirt. When she arrives at
the bottom covered in blood, the surprised volunteers
— as they mop her up — ask, “You’re riding in your
own race?”

The answer is, of course she is. Melissa, a party planner
at heart, then shows up at the HOYH after-party with
her face swollen up like a boxer fresh out of the ring.
“I wanted a race where you’re hot on someone’s heels
biking, then you’re at the party after looking hot in
your fancy heels,” Melissa says. “But my fat lip was
so massive, so embarrassing… You can’t help but feel
vain when you’re trying to look cute in your dress and
heels with your hair all done up.”
All proceeds from HOYH go towards the Big Brothers,
Big Sisters Go Girls! Program designed to promote
healthy bodies and minds to local youth. Melissa has
volunteered with the program since 2005 and Go Girls!
organizer, Ann Marie McKenzie, quickly set her straight
about being conscious of a fat lip.
“She told me, ‘You’ve got major fat lip because you
just raced a bike race. Because you are physically
active and fit and that’s like a war wound,’” Melissa
laughs. “That taught me a lesson. “Here I am trying
to raise money for a program that focuses on – if you
get a fat lip, don’t be vain about it – and I’m a walking
billboard for that.”
The 2013 HOYH saw 112 women racing and raised
over $6,000 for Go Girls! This year’s race, scheduled
for Saturday, August 2, 2014, will be even bigger and
so will the after-party set to take place at the Summit
Lodge at the top of the new Sea to Sky Gondola.
Expect smiles, war wounds, role models, and a lot of
hot heels.
hotonyourheels.ca
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GETTING
SCHOOLED

Lessons learned the hard way
on an alpine-to-ocean epic
By Todd Lawson
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Sechelt

ABOVE: It always looks simpler on the Google Earth map doesn’t it? LEFT PAGE: School is in session — no recess, no lunch break,
and this ain’t no summer holiday. The author works his way through no man’s land. JIMMY MARTINELLO PHOTO.

Almost crumbling under the weight of an
80-pound pack with burning cramps firing
through my legs, I feel serious doubt seep into
my tired, overheated brain and I ask myself for
the three hundredth time in the past two days…
“What have we gotten ourselves into?”
I can hear Jon and Jimmy clawing, grunting
and powering their way through the demonic
underbrush nearby. Every single footstep must
be carefully placed in order to prevent serious
injury in this twisted mess of rainforest chaos,
whose mossy floor has surely never seen the
footprint of man. Even linking two consecutive
footsteps is like figuring out a life-sized, 3D
jigsaw puzzle, while simultaneously hauling a
swinging backpack that seems to exist only
to remind us of how gravity really works. The
Devil’s Club and alder roots cut and tug at my
ankles and calves. We must not fall. Every step
is taking a chance, and rescue here would be
like pulling a wet raisin from beneath a pile of
toothpicks… then i hear Jon’s voice, asking how
I’m doing.
“I’m almost done, man. This is torture… What
have we gotten ourselves into?”

The punishment doled out over
miles of unrelenting bushwhacking can never
be felt, or predicted, on a computer screen.

It started off innocently enough — three buddies
drinking good scotch and looking at a laptop.
Why not pack up our inflatable paddleboards
and hike over the Tantalus Range? It’s never
been done.
A few minutes of perusing Google Earth and
we had a route selected from the shores of
Lake Lovely Water up through a 6,000-foot
col between the summits of Mount Niobe and
Lydia Mountain, then back down to the Salmon
Inlet for a long paddle back to Sechelt on the
Sunshine Coast. The entire mission, alpine-toocean, looked to be about 50 kilometres in total
distance — give ourselves three days… it looked
good on the laptop.
“What I like about this kind of exploration is
not so much being the first to do something,”
Jimmy said, “but I like that we’re stepping into
the unknown, creating our own way.”
Late on day two and “our own way” is deep into
no man’s land. The Tantalus Range has seen
plenty of exploration – it’s an established big
mountain skiing zone with scenic peaks that
have also long been a mountaineering wonderland
– but the bush-tangled slopes on the western
side? Not so much.

Lesson #1:

Continued
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Clockwise: It started off okay… Paddling Lake Lovelywater. JON BURAK PHOTO. Life jacket and paddle board packed and ready to go…into the alpine. JIMMY MARTINELLO PHOTO. Finally the ferry.
Homeward bound after three days in the wild. TODD LAWSON PHOTO. Simple Math: Shorts + Bushwacking = Bad Idea. TODD LAWSON PHOTO. This island camp provided the silver lining to long, hard
day. TODD LAWSON PHOTO. Fifteen-minute recess on Lake Lovely Water before final exams kicked in. JIMMY MARTINELLO PHOTO. The cushy commute to class via floatplane. JON BURAK PHOTO. An
old logging road provides the only flat terrain of the hike and leads to riverside salvation. TODD LAWSON PHOTO.

Take it one step at a time.
It’s the only way forward.
Lesson #2:

Darkness is fast approaching and we’re exhausted, bleeding from the shins (shorts were
a bad idea) and still a long way from anything
resembling a ‘camp’. Far below, a creek
cuts temptingly through the landscape in the
distance and as we gaze optimistically in that
direction, the nightmare really begins.
A massive avalanche must have thundered
down the other side of the canyon recently
and back up our side, because suddenly we’re
faced with a phalanx of trees knocked over, but
facing uphill. This swath of unlikely destruction is no more than 100 metres wide, but it
takes us almost three hours to get up, over,
through, down and around the confusion of
broken trees, branches, twigs and thistles. The
only thing we can do is put one foot in front
of the other. Keep going, don’t stop, don’t
allow yourself to be engulfed by the forest.
The concentration required to place each step
exhausts our minds as much as our bodies.
I stumble into Jon and we can hear Jim up
ahead, battling through the deadfall with the
ferocity of a caged lion. Collectively though, we
have the land speed of garden snails. One step.
Breathe, focus, move. Slow and steady, just
keep going. Another step. Finally (and it seems
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miraculously), we find a flat section of earth
that looks like an old logging road at the base
of a raging waterfall. We’re soaked, battered,
beaten down and bruised, but we’re safe and
injury-free.
“That was probably the hardest bushwhack of
my life,” Jimmy says.
“Yup,” Jon agrees. “That was hell.”
Somehow we eat and fall asleep.
Lesson #3: Teamwork gets the job done
(especially when the job sucks).
We awake to steady rain and reluctantly don the
heavy packs onto our mashed-potato shoulders.
The old logging ‘road’ is heavily overgrown, but
a faint trail leads us down the path of righteousness and into sweet salvation — the Clowhom
River. Boots are ripped off, feet and legs are
plunged — instant satisfaction. Pumping up the
boards feels incredible, knowing we are done
with carrying packs for the remainder of the
journey.
Barefoot, we paddle on into Clowhom Lake,
enjoying some conversation before a headwind
picks up, forcing us to dig deeper and paddle
harder. Stay together, fight it as a team. It’s a
Continued

Barefoot and loving it. Safely out of the mountains, Todd Lawson paddles the first of the 36,000 paddle strokes the trio would make in
the Salmon Inlet. JON BURAK PHOTO.

“We can hear Jim up ahead, battling through the deadfall with the ferocity of a
caged lion. Collectively though, we have the land speed of garden snails.”
strenuous paddle, but compared to the dark forests behind us, it is but a minor inconvenience.
Paddle, paddle, dig, dig. The smell of salt hits us
long before the lake ends, and as we reach the
Salmon Inlet a wave of accomplishment washes
over us all. But the feeling doesn’t last long.
“Sechelt? ‘Bout 20 nautical miles (36 KM) to
Sechelt,” explains a salty-dog captain at the
government dock. “Pretty quick trip in this boat.
You guys want a lift?”
I saw his lips moving and my ears heard words,
but my brain only registered it as “Quit now and
cruise to Sechelt where cold beers and burgers
await!” We even consider it for a moment, but
of course we need to keep on paddling. We’ve
survived too much to quit now. A mission is
a mission and you have to see it through.
BURGERS! BEER! Instead we paddle on.
Lesson #4:

wait for it.

With risk comes reward,

Full moon on the Salmon Inlet and the ocean
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magic begins to shine. Every paddle stroke
sets alight grand swishes of phosphorescent
algae — millions of tiny green lights eddying
past. Tiny, silver fish dart beneath our boards,
leaving tracer trails of mind-bending brilliance
that could easily be a CGI sequence straight
out of the movie Life of Pi. After countless
hours, a dense fog rolls in and judging distance
becomes futile. The seascape swallows us up
in a mesmerizing mix of sky and stars; green
sparkles and black water, as if all of nature is
hallucinating around us.
Finally after 36,000 paddle strokes, we slice
the water one last time and jump to shore.
There are no burgers and beers in sight, but
the grassy backyard of an expensive ocean-side
property gives us the only thing we really need
— a place to crash. Pure exhaustion quashes
any post-adventure euphoria, but nonetheless
the mission is accomplished.
I’m still not sure what we got ourselves into with
that journey from lake, to mountain, to sea. It
was rarely fun and relentlessly hard, but then I
suppose the best lessons usually are.

COMIN’UP

By Feet Banks
Trust an eleven-year-old to sum it up perfectly:
“When you’re riding your bike, you feel free,”
Seth Sherlock explains. “You can do whatever
you want. It’s just fun— feeling free is a great
feeling, you know.”
For most kids, a bike is their first taste of freedom, of mobility beyond parental control. Seth,
a born and raised Squamish kid, can remember
the day his dad gave him that initial taste of
two-wheeled freedom.
“I got a bike and got my dad to take the training
wheels off right away,” Seth says, recalling what
must be one of his earliest memories. “My dad
would run behind me and I remember yelling at
him to ‘Hold on!’, until I looked back and realized he’d let go a long time ago. I was about
four then and I’ve been biking ever since.”
Seth has also been taking full advantage of the
benefits of growing up in the epicenter of Canadian mountain biking with a local talent pool
that is all deep end.
After a half a dozen years of following his dad
in and around the Squamish trail networks,
Seth began hounding local rider/builder/director
Kevin Landry for beta on some of Squamish’s
burlier lines. Then he started knocking them
off. In the summer of 2013, Landry, a riding
buddy of Seth’s dad, teamed his Artbarn film
crew with the cinematic wizards at Whistler
Creek Productions and produced a four-minute
“Seth edit” entitled #whatwereyoudoingat10.
The video shows four-foot-tall Seth slaying
lines that scare most riders twice his age and
climaxes in a massive creek gap crash. It’s
been viewed over 600,000 times and gathered
hundreds of comments, mostly from stoked
(and envious) riders reminiscing about their
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own early days of two-wheeled freedom. But
it wouldn’t be the Internet without anonymous
jealousy and negative trolls.
I sat down with Seth in his parent’s kitchen to
talk about it.
Mountain Life – That video went bananas online.
Do you read the comments?
Seth Sherlock – I read all the comments and I
comment back a bit. We have fun seeing all the
haters and just laughing. Haters gonna hate.
ML –What about the kids at school?
Seth – They were into it. My friend Logan Van
Esteren was one of the first guys I told and he
was really stoked the second it came out…The
girls weren’t as into it.
ML –There’s no bike park in that edit.
Seth – No. I ride the park a lot when I’m in DFX
bike camp in Whistler, but I prefer the Squamish
style of riding, which is rad because I live here.
The park is fun too, though — I like steep,
sketchy, rooty stuff. My favourite Whistler trail is
Ride Don’t Slide.
ML –That was a pretty gnarly crash at the end of your
video. Are you ever worried about getting hurt?
Seth – I had my first big crash on the first day
I ever biked, but after I cleaned up my cuts I
was back on it. One day, me and my buddy
Noah were pinning it down a big hill and I let
off the brakes and at the bottom I hit a rock and
crashed and peeled my face off. That was my
second big crash. So far I’m OK.
ML – Are you riding with kids your own age very much?
We featured Jackson Goldstone in the mag last year.
Continued

Seth rocking it on Squamish’s “Mossoleum” trail. MARK GRIBBON PHOTO.
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Just a kid hitting jumps in the forest.”Grin and Holler,” Squamish. MARK GRIBBON PHOTOS.

Seth – Mostly I ride with my dad and with some
of his friends too. Most of the kids I’ve been
riding with since I was young have fallen behind.
Jackson and I have totally different styles and
we can be pretty competitive, but he’s a really
fun dude to ride with. We have a movie segment
together this summer—“Builder” is the name
of it.
ML – You’ll be turning 12 at the end of this summer
and you’re already filming bike segments and travelling.
What else do you like to do?
Seth – I ride BMX as well. I ski a lot. Trampoline
is important, that’s my hobby. At school they
make us do team sports, and volleyball and
badminton are my favourite. Mostly, I really like
music. I play drums, clarinet, electric guitar,
ukulele and recorder. They have music class in
school and I’m stoked because my next school
has band class.
ML – Now you have some companies helping you out.
Does it ever feel like a job? Do you ever feel pressure to
bike?
Seth – I don’t really feel pressure. You just do
what you do. My parents are super supportive
— my dad’s an awesome riding buddy and my
mom is scared to look, but they’ve both been
awesome. Eventually it could be a job, that’d be
cool, but for now I just want to ride my bike and
have a good time. It’s just biking, riding a bike.
•••
EDITOR’S NOTE: Seth was alone when I
interviewed him, but his maturity and presence
was really incredible to witness in a kid his age
(although his mom did give him shit later for not
offering me a drink of water when I arrived). I
got a chance to speak with Seth’s dad, Steve
Sherlock, on the phone afterwards and talk
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about how, for an Internet sensation, Seth is
one of the coolest, most grounded kids I’ve
ever met.
Steve – “Thanks, yeah. He’s definitely grown
into himself and it’s cool to see his confidence
get more developed. I’ve always tried to give
him opportunities like bike camps and stuff, but
we’ve always based our bike riding primarily on
having fun. As the years passed he kept getting
faster and pretty soon he was consistently riding
right on my tail. I wondered, “Am I getting
shittier or is he getting really good?”
ML – How do you feel about the success of his web
video?
“We had the opportunity to make that edit with
some friends of mine who are in the industry and
it got a lot of success, more than we thought.
It’s weird. You have to be careful what you wish
for and be smart and keep it fun. What I like is
how the bike has helped him find independence.
Seth can cruise along on his own now and
enjoy the freedom that comes with being a
kid out in the forest, finding jumps out in the
middle of nowhere and just having fun on his
bike. He knows he is lucky to live where he is
and have the opportunities we have. If we lived
back east, maybe he’d be skating and playing
hockey every day — out here we ski and ride
pow, and in the summer we ride bikes. That
is the joy of living here, and why we make the
sacrifices we make — so we can ride and enjoy
the outdoors.
Seth and his family would like to thank everyone
who has helped him along the way. To see
Seth’s web edit go to cm.mountainlifemag.ca
and click “In this Issue”.

“My dad’s an awesome
riding buddy and my mom
is scared to look.”
SETH SHERLOCK

CONCEPTION/FABRICATION ARTISANALE/PERFORMANCE

Renovations - New Construction - Space Planning - Furniture Packages - Green Design

604 935 3838
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Big Questions

Tiny Homes

Building on a micro scale is an attractive concept, but how about living on one?
Photos and text by Feet Banks
What is a home?
It seems like a simple question, until you really
think about it. Is a home just four walls and a
roof, or do aesthetics and affordability play a
role? How about environmental sustainability, or
a space that nurtures our health? Twenty-oneyear-old student Aaron Feicht is hoping to find
his own answers by building a 7.5 x 14-foot
micro-home on a vacant, wooded lot at Squamish’s Quest University Campus.
“That is my thesis question,” Aaron explains.
“What is a home? I began by looking at what
it takes to build a home, but what I really want
to know is what differentiates a house from
a home? When does the space you inhabit
become something more? My tiny home is a vehicle for me to explore these larger questions.”
Purposefully designed to be slightly under local
building permit size limits, Aaron’s tiny home
took about four months to build. “It’s been perfect for exploring the design and construction
side of things,” he says. “And now I can look at
how I interact with it while living here.”

Originally from Calgary, Aaron learned the
basics of construction while helping his dad
with various projects. He was always interested
in alternative buildings like earthships and
treehouses, but when it came time to build this
tiny home, Aaron discovered a lot of the best
alternative ideas and materials are just not
available.
“I used fibreglass insulation,” Aaron says. “I’d
have paid more for denim insulation, but I just
couldn’t find any within a reasonable driving
distance. So much of how we build homes
depends on what’s available.”
After a couple of months living in the solarpowered, two-level, tiny home, Aaron is already
noticing changes in his lifestyle. “I’m much
more cognizant of what I am buying and what
kind of packaging it comes in,” he says. “Extra
‘stuff’ is stressful now and I’m constantly asking myself, ‘Do I really need that?’ Usually I
don’t.”
Aaron’s home contains a queen-size bed in the
loft, a sink, a propane heater/stove, a closet
and a small table for eating and studying. There
is no toilet or shower. “I originally planned for a

bathroom under my bed and beside my kitchen,
but I’ve been thinking about that a lot. Right
now I shower at school and not having a bathroom is a hassle, but I think I’d like to make a
separate building for a bathroom, and maybe
an outdoor shower when I move to a more
permanent location. I use that space by the
kitchen for storage. You only use a bathroom a
couple times a day and with just 105 squarefeet to work with, that storage is key.”
And finally the big question— does it feel like
home?
“It does so far. We are so used to having
everything within arm’s reach, but I’ve learned
that you can live simply and still have everything you really need, For ten grand you can
build a palatial, tiny home and for certain areas
and demographics this might be one of our only
options without a crippling mortgage. I’d love
to see the legality of tiny homes change— they
offer a healthy, affordable place to live with
sustainability in mind. My next question is,
where can I put this permanently?
Continued
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Tiny Home Stats
Size: 7.5’ x 14’ (105 sq. feet)

Cooking/Heat: Propane

Aaron says, “Legally, this is an ‘auxiliary
building’ — a shed.”

“I get a lot of heat from good southern exposure
and black siding. The siding is just charred
wood. It’s more fire and insect resistant and the
black traps thermal heat in the walls.”

Construction: 2 x 6 framing, metal roof,
fibreglass insulation, EcoFoil membrane.
“You can watch a million YouTube videos, but
until you actually build it, you never really
know.”

Bathroom/Shower: No
“I use the facilities at the school for now, but
yeah, in the long run that needs to be dealt with.”

Plumbing: 1 sink

Legal: No

Power: 2 x 150-watt solar panels, 2 x 6-volt deep
cell batteries run in series into an inverter to
change to standard 110-volt.

“A home inspector told me it was really well
built but I couldn’t live here because according
to the codes, it’s too small for inhabitants. If I
put it on a trailer there would be no problem,
but I don’t like the nomadic feel of that.
Eventually I’d like to make a presentation to
Squamish Council to get them to take another
look at the rules. More and more people are
going to choose this route for the future.”

“It’s really impressed me. I’ve had some rainy
weeks and only touched the “low” once.”

Only a Local Whistler agent can show you all
those listings off the beaten path...

Whistler REALTOR® - Whistler Knowledge.

whistlerlistings.com

REAL ESTATE ASSOCIATION
OF

WHISTLER

Download the App
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EPICTRIP

A team of Sea to Sky adventurers paddleboard deep into
the wild NorthWest Territories with big plans for even bigger mountains. Amidst grizzly bears, white-knuckle floatplane missions and hundreds of kilometres of wild river,
Tim Emmet, Sean Leary, Jimmy Martinello and Trevor
McDonald shuffle the deck and deal out a Rock, Air, and
Water adventure for the ages.
TIM EMMETT

Photography by Jim Martinello

There was something about the Cirque of the Unclimbables that fired my
imagination. It sounded magical — the infamous base camp is called Fairy
Meadows, with huge boulders scattered across the valley floor and jagged
peaks towering above. I heard the chances of seeing a grizzly bear were one
hundred per cent. And as far as I could tell, nobody had ever BASE jumped
in the area before.

SEAN LEARY
When Tim Emmett asked if I wanted to go on a trip to the Vampire Spires and
Cirque of the Unclimbables, I immediately said yes. I had to. The Cirque had
flirted with my imagination since I first read about it in high school and the
Vamps, well… the near-complete absence of Internet information and photos
was like a calling card for adventure.
Rumours of the Vampire Spires’excellent granite and hidden remote towers
wisp through climbing publications like ghosts. And the Lotus Flower Tower
at the Cirque? Well, it is one of the 50 classic climbs in North America.

TIM EMMETT
The initial mission was to climb and jump the Lotus Flower Tower. It seemed
the headwall might be steep enough to jump with a wing-suit, and even if
it wasn’t I wanted to find out. Then I bumped into two of Squamish’s most
vivacious characters — Jimmy Martinello and Trevor McDonald. These
amigos are a bundle of mischief, effervescent with spirit and adventure, and
it turned out they were also planning to head into the Cirque but with a whole
new dimension — they wanted to access the area using stand up paddleboards and paddle down the Little Nahanni River to link the same mountains
I wanted to climb. This had also never been done before, so it made perfect
sense to join forces. With a new team of wild cards in play, the ante was
upped considerably.

JIMMY MARTINELLO
I first met Tim Emmett right after he landed a wingsuit jump off the Stawamus Chief and I knew right away that we would get up to some serious
shenanigans and wild adventures together. I had already heard a lot about
Tim and Sean from friends, and reading about them in magazines. It seemed
these guys were superheroes that could climb up pretty much anything like
Spider-Man, and then fly off the top like Superman.
It didn’t take long before a plan started brewing. We wanted to combine our
passions and go after something R.A.W. style (Rock, Air, and Water). The
Northwest Territories seemed the perfect arena.
Continued

Happy Times in the Cirque. Left to right: Trev, Jimmy, Tim and Sean celebrate an
amazing team and a very successful journey, R.A.W style (Rock-Air-Water).
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SEAN LEARY
Stand up paddleboard? I’d never seriously considered doing this. I mean
we’ve all seen people paddling around on lakes, and really good surfers
taking them out on the ocean where other really good surfers make fun
of them. I guess I’ve thought SUP would be a nice activity to take up
when I get old and can’t do fun stuff anymore — a way to get out and
serenely take in nature. But an actual sport?
Trevy and Jimmy were fully psyched, however. They’ve been pioneering
the sport of whitewater SUP over the last couple of years, running local
rapids up to Class IV and fully going for it expedition-style on multi-day
descents of BC’s best rivers, paddling with everything strapped to the
boards in dry bags.
Trevor had put in solid ten-hour plus days finishing a stonemason job
right up until we left and enthusiastically cracked a 9:00 a.m. beer on the
way to the airport. “I’m so stoked to be going on a trip with the boys,” he
said with a smile as we all toasted the happy days ahead.

TREVOR MCDONALD
I met Tim one day out cragging in Squamish. He had just moved here
from the UK and I could see right away that he was a character, but what
I didn’t know was how bloody strong he was. His friendly Chuckles-theClown demeanor disappeared as soon as the climbing began – he very
quickly got down to business.
I didn’t meet Sean until we had already started this trip. And his relaxed,
Northern California vibe was really tested in those first few hours when
Air Canada suddenly had major issues with our film equipment and required an extra thousand bucks in fees. Plus, we still had another eight
hours waiting for the next flight, so we spent the lost day drinking and
storytelling in a park in East Vancouver.

SEAN LEARY
The plan was optimistic. We had a total of two and a half weeks, which is
less than most parties would allow to do any one of the three objectives
we had: paddle the Little Nahanni, climb and jump in the Vampire Spires,
paddle the South Nahanni to the Cirque of the Unclimbables, then climb
and jump there. Every account I’d seen chronicling climbs done in that
area involved weeks of rain, punctuated by short windows of stable
weather. If that happened to us, we’d be done — at least the climbing
part. It’d be fine for the river though.
We were to put in at Flat Lakes — the headwaters of the Little Nahanni
River right where the Yukon and NWT meet. Steve Brewis is a total legend
and true adventurer who lives in Whitehorse with his wife Corine and
son Jan — all super outdoor athletes. Steve committed to drop us at the
put-in without ever having met us. He drives an F150, not exactly known
for its fuel efficiency, and it was an 11-hour trip each way. That’s a small
mission by Yukon standards though — everything’s bigger there – the
mosquitoes, the wilderness, the bears and the personalities.

TOP: Sean and Tim steady the floatplane on the Nahanni River en route to a skydive exit down to
Vampire Lake.
MIDDLE: Tim kicks back and enjoys the views of basecamp in Fairy Meadows, Cirque of the
Unclimbables. TREVOR MCDONALD PHOTO
BOTTOM: Sean (Stanley) Leary tips his hand to some exciting rapids on the Little Nahanni. Nine
hours in on Day two and lots more rapids to come.
OPPOSITE PAGE: Getting wide. Scotty, a friend we met up there, partakes in some off-width on
one of the many incredible climbs that surround the Cirque.
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Beta, on the upper section of the Little Nahanni, was hard to find. The one
person I personally knew who had run it was James Q Martin, a badass
climber and photographer from Flagstaff, Arizona who had rafted the Little
Nahanni en route to the Vamps in 2012. Just as we were leaving Whitehorse, about to go out of mobile phone range for the next three weeks, I
got a text from Q with his thoughts on our quest.

JAMES Q MARTIN (VIA TEXT)
“Paddle board - um yeah u might be screwed?... Class IV read and run
- tight canyons - there is one canyon that’s for real! I would not paddleboard it and portaging would be a nightmare… It’ll be beautiful though!”

TREVOR MCDONALD
The first day out on the boards, the river was far too shallow. Biking
armour and helmets protected us from shattered bones, but not from
bruising. We bounced off boulders for 11 straight hours and Tim took
a huge hit to the hip halfway through the day. If paddling were a game
of pinball though, Sean would definitely have taken the high score. I
thought I’d gotten away unscathed until the next morning when I limped
from my tent with every bone and muscle aching and all of us staring
down another ten-hour day (at least) on the water.

SEAN LEARY
I started calling it “fall-down” paddleboarding. Or really, “fall-down-andget-pummeled-by-rocks” paddleboarding. This is how it went: You’d
begin by standing up confidently, and after having successfully navigated
some cool rapids, you’re feeling like a pro, expertly bracing and paddling,
taking sweet lines. Then suddenly the board hits an eddy line or the fins
catch on a rock and with very little warning you karroom off the board
and into the churning, freezing waves.
Dragging/bouncing across boulders in the river, you’re also swimming
away from the sweeping ends of dead trees reaching out into the water,
while clinging to your upside down board and trying to flip it back over.
The large drybag with all your kit that’s strapped to the deck surprisingly
helps with the leverage. Now you’ve got the board turned over, and gasping
with exertion because it’s the fortieth time you’ve done this today, you
pull yourself onto the deck like a beached whale.
At the end of that first day I felt like I’d been in a kickboxing match
against about ten ninjas, and I definitely hadn’t won. Tim fared only
slightly better, but Trevor and Jimmy were seasoned pros. They finessed
down the rapids with great style. Even when they fell off, it was with a
controlled grace and composure that was nothing like my technique of
rolling down the windows with my arms as I penciled off into the rapids
like a broken tree limb.
The next day actually became fun, once the Ibuprofen kicked in.

JIMMY MARTINELLO
The second day on the Little Nahanni delivered some of the funniest
rides any of us had ever experienced. Deep water, wild canyons and
endless roller-coaster waves brought the smiles, laughs and fine times
that come with feeling totally immersed in the journey.
Over those first two days we covered about 100 kilometres of exhilarating
whitewater. The South Nahanni was much calmer and we were able to relax and paddle into the evening in a state of bliss, surrounded by endless
mountains and untouched pristine forest wilderness — so incredibly alive
with beauty. We slept well that night and paddled off in the morning for the
next magical day, heading for a prearranged spot on the map where we’d
meet Warren LaFavre to get bumped up to the mysterious Vampire Spires.
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SEAN LEARY
Warren is an absolute legend. He’s hugely accommodating and has
developed a fondness for climbers, which is great because he operates
a De Havilland Beaver floatplane with the precision of a Samurai. Warren
took time away from flying clients into his high-end fishing lodges to help
shuttle us climbers around the mountains.
Supposedly it takes 10,000 hours of practice to truly master something.
Since 1979, Warren has logged 15,000 hours in his Beaver. I realized
how crucial that experience was as we approached Vampire Lake. “I’m
the only pilot who lands and takes off here,” Warren mentioned calmly
over the intercom as we flew up the canyon.
“When was the last time you did that?” somebody asked.
“Oh, let’s see. In the helicopter it was last year. In the airplane, 2001
I think. It’s a real short lake. None of the pilots I fly with land here.”

TIM EMMETT
Sean and I opted for the VIP entrance to the Vampire Spires and jumped
out of the plane. We thought it would be more fun and possibly safer
than landing on the tiny lake. Warren pulled it off though and we set up
camp, cracked some cold beers and marvelled at the surrounding beauty.
Sean and I were forced to wear mosquito-mesh body suits as we packed
our parachutes — it would have been torture without them.
After a slow approach hike through perhaps the most beautiful valley I
have ever seen, we hit the base of Vampire Spire and decided to climb
The Dark Side, a 5.11+ up the north face that was the only free route on
the spire. Climbing in a group of four often takes longer than expected,
and Sean and I were carrying backpacks with BASE rigs and wingsuits,
so by the time we got to the top, light was fading.
We still had to find a suitable exit point. Checking the altitude on my
watch, I realized our climb had been shorter than we expected — if we
were going to jump it would be the lowest wingsuit jump I had ever done.
It was marginal, one of those jumps requiring perfect execution. We had
no room for error and rushing that kind of jump in fading light is a bad
idea so we decided to stay put until morning.

157 DPI

SEAN LEARY
We set up for a “shiver bivy” on a small flat gap on the ledge — just wide
enough to fit all four of us. Tim busily lined our future nest with clumps
of moss and soon we were all wedged in close for shared warmth. Tim
and I wore our wingsuits on top of all our clothes, and Trev and Jimmy
were wrapped together in a single space blanket, clutching each other
like newlyweds.
These types of sleeping arrangements start off pleasantly enough. You
spoon and are spooned, and if you’re lucky enough to be in the middle,
you’re almost comfortable. If someone turns over, everyone turns over.
Farts are funny, at first.
If things got truly grim we knew we could pull out the parachutes and
wrap everyone in a silky cocoon, but that also means having to pack
them back up first thing in the morning while you’re cold and stiff. So
you try to tough it out
Continued
TOP:Chilly morning after the Shiver Bivy on Vampire Spire. The big cards are dealt as Tim and
Sean prepare for their Wingsuit exit jumps.
TOP-MID:Sunrise on one of the best routes on the planet. Jimmy, Trev and Scott take in a bit of
warmth while rappeling down from a successful climb on Lotus Flower Tower.
BOTTOM MID: Wild Cards in play. Take off time as Tim and Sean soar off Vampire Spire and take
to the cool morning air. TREVOR MCDONALD PHOTO.
BOTTOM: Trevy on the approach to Vampire Spire, which Sean called one of the most beautiful
places he’s ever been.
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DEMO CENTRE
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Demo SCARPA’s Award Winning Rock Shoes at the Escape Route – Squamish
40222 Glenalder Pl, Squamish, BC - 604.892.3228
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Tim doing what he loves most, climbing and being free, on “Penguin”, Cirque of the Unclimbables.

Everyone falls asleep for a while, but a
couple hours later, there’s always a shivering
cacophony of dental percussion as everybody’s teeth chatter at the same time. It’s
so absolutely grim that you find it hilarious
and laugh. If you’re with the right crew, with
equally morbid senses of humour, everyone
will laugh and that warms you up a bit.
Still, the final couple of hours stretch on
endlessly and it takes forever for the sun to
come up.

TREVOR MCDONALD
Daybreak found the four of us perched cold
on the side of the spire just below the summit
with stunning Northwest Territories landscape
dropping endlessly around us. In the grand
scheme of things, we were high up, nestled
between kick-ass spires and giant walls with
names like The Fortress and The Canine, but
in reality we were only 800 feet off the talus,
and that’s a generous estimate.
Tim and Sean thought it a bit spicy, but were
confident there was enough air for them to
fly. And they did, jumping into the void together
without hesitation. They had perfect flights
until Tim opened his chute and experienced
a line twist that caused him to corkscrew
hard into the talus. He landed backwards in a
patch of grass and boulders (and good luck).
Jim and I rappelled the wall with our minds
totally blown at what we had just seen.
Warren picked us up at camp and returned
us to the Nahanni. His take-off on that tiny
lake was straight-up maverick flying — Sean
was in tears at one point and everyone (except Warren) thought we were going down.
Warren liked this tremendously and it made
him smile.
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Tim returned to Warren’s lodge with an angry
ankle, while Sean, Jimmy and I pressed on
down the Nahanni. The river was long and
slow, but eventually we arrived at Britnell
Creek, the take out for our next mission into
the Cirque of the Unclimbables.
Knowing full well that Tim was enjoying a
comfy bed and lots of drinks at Warren’s
Inconnu Lodge, we camped by the water
only to be awakened at dawn by the sound
of a paddleboard being punctured. A lone
grizzly had found the ultimate chew toy with
a surprise, pressurized-air ending. We heard
his hasty retreat but didn’t bother poking
our heads out to investigate.
The plane arrived with Tim and bumped us
up to our second alpine playground: the
Cirque of the Unclimbables. What can be said
of this place that has not already been said
before? Big walls, turquoise lakes, monolithic
campsites and verdant meadows with prime
boulders…even the outhouse is made from
granite and hangs off a cliff. Paradise.
Then it finally came; rain. Occasionally the
clouds would rip away from the towers and
briefly expose enormous granite walls. We
took advantage of these dry(ish) windows to
sport climb and boulder near camp. But with
each wet, passing hour, we could feel our
final objective of climbing the Lotus Flower
Tower slipping away. With one day left, we
went for it.
In the Cirque, most ascent parties start just
before dawn and if things go well they can
be back to camp before dark. In true West
Coast fashion, we set off at two o’clock in
the afternoon.

TIM EMMETT
Looking more closely at Lotus Flower Tower,
Sean and I realized it wasn’t steep enough
to jump and we were running late anyhow
so we decided to take minimal gear and
“simul-climb” the route together, with both
of us roped up but climbing at the same
time. Sean holds the record for the fastest
ascent of El Capitan in Yosemite, so having
him as a partner for this style of climbing
was a true luxury. We climbed the 17-pitch
route in three pitches and made it to the top
in four and half hours. After soaking up the
spectacular views from the summit we abseiled down, meeting Trev, Jimmy and Scott
Adamson at the halfway ledge.

TREVOR MCDONALD
Jim and I had picked up a hitchhiker —
Scott didn’t have a partner so he joined
us — but because we were a trio and also
not superhuman, our ascent took much
longer than Tim and Sean’s. We climbed
many pitches inside a headlamp bubble
after darkness fell while the northern lights
danced in the background. We summited
just before dawn and rappelled with the sun
chasing us down the wall and a bluebird day
unfolding into natural perfection.
The story after this is familiar to anyone who
has ever adventured with their friends in the
wilderness — laughter, high fives, beers and
comrades. It’s that moment right after accomplishing what you’ve set out to do, but
are not yet home. For that brief moment, it
could even be called a vacation.
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JIMMY MARTINELLO
Sadly, seven months after our journey in the N.W.T., Sean Leary
passed away in a BASE jumping accident in Zion National Park.
This hit us pretty hard because he was such a passionate and
gifted spirit with so much to give and share, so much love
and drive for life. After his passing, I put these words on
paper while thinking of Sean’s incredible spirit and life’s
forever changing moments.

Inspirational Spirit
Our calling, our passions, to live our deepest
desires.
Adventure, risks, highs that fill our souls with
devotion.
We jump, we fly, we ride the tide — the waves of
controlled and uncontrolled emotions.
What it feels, the sensations of breaking free, the breaths
of exhilaration.
Hold back, let free. Only then can we see reflection, shadow,
a mirror of our true desires, where and when it takes us.
Each day and moment one to another may we cherish.
Within an instant come and gone, blink of an eye,
Tears falling from the sky.
Why one must die, for you have been chosen, why it is, love and support
so strong.
Closing eyes, friendship, family, the circle spirals on.
Sean you are with us and inspire us all along.
Your will, your happiness, your passion shine on through the cloudy skies, within
the shadow and the light.
For Sean (Stanley) Leary, may you forever take flight.
The Childhood spirit shine on…
To watch video of the crew on this Wild Card adventure go to cm.mountainlifemag.ca and click
“in this Issue”.
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ENVIRO

The Life and Hard Times
of Howe Sound
Once regarded as an industrialized wasteland, the waters of Howe Sound are now a shining example of environmental
remediation. But as the area’s tourism industry gathers momentum, are the winds of change still blowing in the right direction?
By Feet Banks
The rain drizzled continuously and the thick grey clouds
hung so low on the mountainsides that the forest seemed to
breathe in and exhale. All in all it was a typical March day on
Howe Sound… except it wasn’t typical at all. A pod of dolphins
had come in to feed and hunt spawning herring and a pod of
orcas had come in to hunt dolphins. Thousands of spectators
lined the shore of Squamish Harbour to witness something
very few living people have ever seen—the whales had
returned to Howe Sound.

Howe Sound is a deep, narrow finger of ocean that stretches
42 kilometres up from West Vancouver to Squamish. Each
year about 2.3 million visitors travel its eastern shore by
road or rail en route to Squamish, Whistler and Pemberton.
Lined with steep granite mountains covered in lush rainforest
and topped with snowfields and glaciers, the sound is the
southernmost fjord in North America and would be protected
as parkland in most countries on the planet. In British Columbia, however, history has not been kind to Howe Sound
(see Timeline).
Continued

TIME IMMEMORIAL

Squamish and Shishalh First Nations travel and live throughout the territory that will eventually become Howe Sound.

1941
1888
1791

Spanish explorers sail
past the entrance, but do
not explore the sound.

Copper discovered
in the hills near
Britannia Creek.

Camp Potlatch, a wilderness
camp for children, opens on
133-acres of boat-accessed
How Sound wilderness.

1909

Pulp Mill opens at Port
Mellon, on the western
shores of Howe Sound.

1974

Britannia Mine closes, but the 200 km of
underground tunnels continue to collect
rainwater and the toxic, acidic runoff leaches
as much as 450 kilograms (992 pounds) of
copper into Howe Sound each day through a
polluting process called Acid Rock Drainage.

1956

Railway linking
Squamish to
North Vancouver
completed.

1912

Woodfibre Pulp Mill opens on the
Western shore of Howe Sound just
south of Squamish. Air quality goes
downhill quickly.

1792

Captain George
Vancouver and crew
navigate and survey the
sound. Captain George
names it Howe Sound
after British Naval
Officer Earl Howe.

1900

1965

Britannia Copper Mine opens. By 1929,
it is the largest copper mine in the British
Empire. Steamships travel up and down the
sound regularly.
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Chlor-alkali chemical
plant opens on 59
acres of the Squamish
waterfront.

1959

Highway 99 extended
from Horseshoe Bay
to Squamish.

Port Mellon Pulp Mill
retrofitted into one of
the cleanest pulp mills
in the world (price tag:
$1.3 billion).

1991

1972

Squamish
Terminals open
deep water port.

1988

1980s

Crab fishery in Howe
Sound closes due to
pollution.

Squamish
chlor-alkali
chemical plant
shuts down.

Orcas in the Squamish Harbour. JASON MAARTENSE PHOTO.

2004

1999

Ministry of Environment
orders groundwater treatment and other systems
installed at old chlor-alkali
chemical plant site to deal
with mercury-tainted water
and land. (Eventual price
tag: $45 million).

District of Squamish
obtains “Oceanfront”
lands at chemical plant
site with big plans for
tourism and community
expansion.

2006

Woodfibre pulp
mill closes.
Squamish no
longer smells like
a wet fart.

2010

First grey whale
spotted in Howe
Sound in 100
years. Dolphins
spotted regularly.

Orcas, Grey Whales and a
Humpback spotted in Howe
Sound.

2011

Christy Clark becomes
Premier of BC, hangs her
entire campaign and the
future of the province on
unconfirmed economic
benefits of becoming a
Liquefied Natural Gas
producer/exporter.

2013

Metro Vancouver eyes
Port Mellon, on the
Western shores of Howe
Sound, for its proposed
$500-million garbage
incineration facility.

2014

BC Government advertises
logging woodlots for sale on
Gambier Island in the heart
of Howe Sound.

2010

1999-2002

Government funded Britannia
Water Treatment plant finally
opens (price tag: $20 million)
to clean the Acid Rock Drainage water before it enters the
sound. Millions more are spent
each year to keep it running.

2014

Proposal for massive open
pit gravel mine at McNab
Creek prompts Howe
Sound residents to demand
comprehensive management
plan. Citizens start
futureofhowesound.org.

2006

Squamish
Streamkeepers
Society works
with Squamish
Terminals to
reinvigorate
herring stocks in
the sound.

2010-2011

Squamish chemical site
groundwater treatment
systems turned off. Water
deemed safe for public.

2012

Commercial salmon fishery reopens in
Howe Sound for the first time in 50 years.

2012 -2013

212-acre Woodfibre site sold for $25.5
million to Woodfibre Natural Gas Ltd.
which plans to build a Liquefied Natural
Gas compression and export facility. New
owner Sukanto Tanoto has one of the worst
environmental and animal rights records on
the planet.

2014

Sea to Sky Gondola opens to
rave reviews. Private investment of $22 million offers
stunning views and huge tourism potential. Premier Christy
Clark shamefully refuses to
attend opening ceremonies.
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After over 100 years of heavy industry that
included leaching copper mines, sulfuric pulp
mills and a leaky chemical plant oozing mercury
all over the Squamish waterfront, the past decade has seen Howe Sound make an incredible
recovery. As boom-and-bust industries closed
down and governments clued in to the need
to clean up past mistakes, the waters of Howe
Sound began to sparkle in ways they hadn’t in
generations.
“I’ve been walking the oceanfront lands in
Squamish for the past ten or twelve years,”
says Squamish councillor Patricia Heinztman,
“and you can see the changes, the different life
that’s come out on the water’s edge. The mill
is closed. It cost about $100 million to clean up
the Britannia Mine and another $45 million for
the chemical plant on the Squamish waterfront.
Thanks to that and some incredible local advocacy groups like the Squamish Streamkeepers we’ve seen the return of herring, salmon,
crabs, and now the orcas. It is amazing.”
But the progress may not last long. After all
the environmental remediation (much of it paid
for with taxpayers dollars), the BC Provincial
Government under Premier Christy Clark, is
now considering a host of new large-scale
industrial projects for the Howe Sound area.
These include BC’s first Liquefied Natural Gas
export facility, a massive open pit gravel mine,
multiple logging woodlots and run-of-river hydro
generators, and an “Incineration Facility” to burn
370,000 tonnes of Metro Vancouver’s garbage
each year.

Lions Bay resident Ruth Simons draws her line
in a very public place. As executive director of
the Future of Howe Sound Society, she’s been
very busy since 2012 advocating for stewardship
of the Sound and keeping other concerned
citizens engaged.
“I think the province and the federal government
need to realize the social and economic value
of this particular area,” Simons says, adding
that one of the problems is that Howe Sound
falls under three different Regional Districts
and no one is looking at the larger picture
or scrutinizing projects to ensure previous
investments made towards preserving the area
remain intact.
“A lot of the environmental assessments are
only assessing the individual projects,” she

“My concern is that if they have to go past a garbage incinerator, a gravel mill, clearcut logging
patches on Gambier Island and then a floating LNG plant; that is not the image tourists have,
or have been sold on for Super, Natural® British Columbia.”
Eoin Finn, Howe Sound resident

As soon as things started looking up, the threat
of being pushed backwards into a reindustrialization cycle now looms larger than the snowcapped peaks lining Howe Sound’s shores.
And many local residents aren’t buying in,
especially as it becomes increasingly difficult
to get hard facts and confirmed numbers about
job creation and economic benefits to the area.
“I think fundamentally the people living around
Howe Sound have shifted from a primarily industrial focus to one that still has some
appetite for industry, but it has to be clean,”
Heintzman says. “Where everyone draws that
line is debatable, but no one wants to go back
to the air and water quality issues that plagued
Howe Sound for 50 years.”

explains. “They need to look at the cumulative
effects of multiple projects as well. We are not
saying no to economic activity and industry, but
there needs to be a better process and more
information shared to determine the sustainability
of these projects.”
So far the Province hasn’t responded to requests for a local management plan designed
to coordinate and share information on Howe
Sound projects. Or if they have responded, it’s
been with disdain. BC Premier Christy Clark
wouldn’t even come to the opening of the Sea
to Sky Gondola, a brand new, $22 million privately funded project that literally gives people
a “big picture” view of Howe Sound. From
the gondola’s upper lodge, suspension bridge

and hiking trails guests are treated to sweeping
ocean and mountain views that cement Howe
Sound as a viable tourism attraction in its own
right.
Except there are plans to throw an experimental
floating LNG export facility right smack dab
in the middle of that view, and faced with the
shady reputation of the Facility’s owner and
still-murky information about local employment
and tax benefits, many Howe Sounders are left
shaking their heads.
“This is a dangerous scam by some businessmen from Indonesia who want to take natural
gas we don’t really have and ship it overseas
for the purpose of making money,” says retired
Howe Sound resident Eoin Finn. “And we have
a Provincial government which is is aiding and
abetting them and who will not be able deliver
the jobs and prosperity they have promised.”
Finn holds a PhD in Physical Chemistry and a
MBA in International business with 25 years of
experience, most of it with a large accounting
firm. He can understand the faulty economics of
BC’s natural gas export plans just as easily as
the damaging effects it will have on global warming, but mostly he’s worried how these industrial
projects will affect BC’s tourism industry.
“Over two million people drive past Howe
Sound each year on the way to Whistler,” he
says. “My concern is that if they have to go
past a garbage incinerator, a gravel mill, clearcut
logging patches on Gambier Island and then
a floating LNG plant; that is not the image
tourists have, or have been sold on for Super,
Natural® British Columbia. These projects will
be a serious blow to the local economy and the
publically funded image of Super, Natural BC
that we have spent the past 30 years building
up. SuperIndustrial BC is not a tourist draw,
and a return to boom-and-bust resource industry
cycles would serve this province poorly.”
Continued
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Physical Therapy, Massage Therapy, Braces, Splints, Orthotics, Acupuncture,

IMS / BC Med / ICBC / WCB / Travel Insurance Coverage WHISTLERPHYSIO.COM

No referral necessary • OPEN 7 DAYS/WEEK • Evening hours
MARKETPLACE
339-4370 Lorimer Rd (Third floor next to McDonald)
(604) 932 4001

Squamish

Organic food
fresh produce
gourmet meats
bakery
floral
delivery
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CREEKSIDE
202 - 2011 Innsbruck Dr (Next to Boston Pizza)
(604) 938 9001

Photo: Todd Lawson

SQUAMISH
403 Tantalus Way, Garibaldi Highlands
(604) 898 1009

whistler

Whistler
8am-10pm
Squamish
7:55am-9:05pm
nesters
market.com

TOP LEFT: Parts of Howe Sound were once so devoid of life it was called a “marine desert.” Not anymore. STERLING LORENCE PHOTO. TOP RIGHT: Orcas hunt and communicate with an incredibly
complex system of sounds. Noise pollution from a floating LNG facility, tanker traffic and a gravel mine could deter them from entering Howe Sound. No one likes noisy neighbours. ASHLEY GANSKE PHOTO.
BOTTOM LEFT: If BC fracks and exports as much natural gas as it hopes to we may run out by 2017. Howe Sound’s wind will last forever. JORDAN MANLEY PHOTO. BOTTOM RIGHT: A mountain bike
weighs 15-20 pounds and almost nothing happens when it crashes. An LNG tanker weighs 60 metric tonnes and carries enough destructive power in it to equate to 70 Hiroshima-sized Atom bombs.
MASON MASHON PHOTO.

Squamish in particular, is benefitting from
Howe Sound’s new clean and Super, Natural
image. Historically considered the stinking
armpit of the Sea to Sky Corridor (ever smell
a pulp mill up close?), Squamish was recently
named “Best Mountain Town in North America”
by CNNMoney.com. Just a few months earlier
pinkbike.com, the world’s top mountain biking
website, announced it would relocate offices
to Squamish, and families from Whistler to
Vancouver are flocking to the town for the
beauty and outdoor recreation including rock
climbing, whitewater paddling and backcountry
skiing. The Squamish Spit, at the head of Howe
Sound, is considered one of the best places on
the planet for kiteboarding.
“Howe Sound creates a perfect thermal wind
that gets funneled up the valley like no other
place on earth,” says Mark Gray of the Squamish Kiteboarding School. “It switches on at
10:00 a.m. and shuts off at 7:00 p.m. It’s like
a perfect wind machine and on a busy summer
day at The Spit there can be 100 kites in the

“A lot of the environmental assessments are
only assessing the individual projects. They
need to look at the cumulative effects of
multiple projects as well.”
Ruth Simons, Executive Director of the
Future of Howe Sound Society

water and another 50 on the beach coming or
going.”
Tie in the return of a recreational and commercial salmon, prawn and crab fishery and 2014
seems like the absolute worst time to inundate
Howe Sound with an unorganized mish mash of
heavy industry – especially if you are a whale.
“Most First Nations’ translations refer to the

Orcas as the ‘Blackfish’ or the ‘Sea Wolf,’”
says Squamish Nation ambassador Roxy Lewis.
“We call them ‘Yew Yews’ and they are very
important to our people. When we were brought
down from the heavens our creator gifted us
with our tools, but it was from the animals that
we learned about our world.”
Squamish First Nations culture considers the
“Yew Yews” guardians of the sea and of travel,
as well as a symbol for unity and goodness. “It
is a very important event to have them return,”
Lewis says.
And everyone who watched the Orcas and the
dolphins that rainy morning in March 2014 will
agree with that. The last 100 years have not
been kind to Howe Sound, but now it’s more
important than ever to remember this history,
lest we are doomed to repeat it.
For more information on the various projects
planned for Howe Sound and the concerns of
local residents, the best place to go is
futureofhowesound.org
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MOUNTAINHOME

THE RAGGED EDGE
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By Shawn M Sadler
Perched overhanging the Cheakamus River and surrounded by forest and
views of both Black Tusk and the Brandywine Range, The Ragged Edge
is more than a home – it’s a lifestyle – and one that became a reality
though the years of hard work and dedication of residents Brian and
Susan Allen.
Growing up at the base of Grouse Mountain in North Vancouver, Brian
knew from a young age that he had a deep passion for the outdoors and
a keen sense of adventure. Fresh out of high school in 1964, he landed
a job with BC Fisheries, and after stepping off the train in Pemberton, he
was greeted by a moose walking down Main Street.
Brian had his eye on the Whistler area, but even in those days, finding
housing was a constant challenge and to survive as a local took creativity.
Accessible only by rail, the area consisted mainly of two logging camps,
and Myrtle and Alex Philip’s Rainbow Lodge. After a colourful variety of
housing adventures that included living in the Soo Valley Camp on the
shores of Green Lake and in a self-constructed teepee on Alta Lake,
Brian felt motivated to find a more permanent location to build his dream
home.
Around that same time, Brian and his buddies started kayaking in Green
River, Birkenhead River and the upper and lower Cheakamus River. The
world-class whitewater paddling in the area was largely undiscovered
and the upper Cheakamus was only accessible via the Black Tusk forest
service road. On firewood trips up that bumpy dirt trail, Brian would
scrutinize the river, looking for entrances, exits and route potential.
Brian’s paddling discipline of choice at the time was C1, which used
a single-bladed paddle in a one-person closed canoe that had similar
characteristics to a kayak. He’d already constructed a flat-water slalom
course on the lower Cheakamus and was scoping new potential courses
while walking old game and angler trails along the upper Cheakamus,
when he stumbled on the perfect location to build his dream home.
“I knew right away that this was the spot,” Brian explains. “It had great
exposure to mountain views, a park-like setting with mature Douglas firs
everywhere, plus the constant sound of the mighty Cheakamus River — a
true mountain oasis.”
In 1985, he secured a Crown grant for the building location, which soon
became known as “The Ragged Edge” due to its distance from town.
Brian was more excited about the paddle-in/paddle-out access and spent
many epic days exploring the Upper Cheakamus in his C1 boat. In 1986,
Brian and Whistler paddling legend, Chuck Mullard, set the course for
the Canadian National Whitewater Slalom Races on the Upper Cheakamus,
the perfect venue for such an event.
Back on shore, Brian and his wife Susan began building the river house
of their dreams with the assistance of architect Bo Helliwell. The home
was designed to mimic the natural shape of the river and oriented to
appreciate the mountain views. The entire property, including a pump
house patio that literally hangs out over the river, flows gracefully from
one terrace to another.
Continued
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Welcome to the
best place on earth.
maggi thornhill
p r e s i d e n t, t h o r n h i l l r e a l e s t a t e g r o u p

w w w . t h o r n h i l l r e a l e s t a t e g r o u p. c o m
whistler, b.c.

“I knew right away that this was the
spot,” Brian explains. “It had great
exposure to mountain views, a parklike setting with mature Douglas firs
everywhere, plus the constant sound
of the mighty Cheakamus River—a
true mountain oasis.”

With his wood shop relocated from his prior home in the
abandoned Garibaldi community, construction duties fell to
Brian and Susan alone. Almost all of the framing and timber
used in construction was milled onsite using the Circular
Mighty Mite sawmill, which Susan often operated while
helping with many other aspects of the build.
Retaining walls and garden features for the property were
constructed using basalt columns instead of the more standard
concrete blocks. A pioneer in using basalt for landscaping,
Brian used his 1952 deuce army truck with Hiab crane to
source basalt columns up to 16 feet long from the highly
volcanic foothills of the Black Tusk area. Susan, the master
gardener, built thirteen gardens, each designed to seamlessly
blend into the surrounding landscape and provide a lush, west
coast riverside feel.
Brian’s attention to detail is phenomenal – the intricate
woodwork on the front door shows the workmanship of a true
master craftsman and artist. Cedar shakes used on the roof
were all split by hand and the cabinetry in the bathrooms and
kitchen were handmade with locally sourced wood. Both Brian
and Susan held full-time jobs while building their utopia and it
took two years to complete.
“It is an amazing place to live,” Brian says. “Skiing all winter
and paddling spring, summer and fall.”
As the house and property came together, Brian’s passion
for exploration led him to aviation. In 2002, he bought his
first helicopter, and now he owns a Robinson Raven II R44
capable of carrying four people plus gear. From remote fishing
trips exploring the coastal fjords of BC, to flying with professional cinematographers and filming local skiers like Dave
Treadway, Brian is living life to the fullest and is still very much
in love with his riverside home, especially since he built the
private helipad.
“Waking up here each morning, I only have one question,”
Brian says. “How is the weather looking? Good for flying?”
If it isn’t, Brian is perfectly happy to stay home and enjoy
another day of life at The Ragged Edge.

Brian in the 1980s, just paddlestrokes from home. GREG GRIFFITHS PHOTO.
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WELLNESS

ROCK ‘N
ROLL &
ROTATOR
CUFFS
By Pat McKinnon, MPT BKin CGIMS
“It appears that you’ve injured your rotator cuff.”
In the Coast Mountains, this diagnosis is all too familiar—be it from
an unexpected journey over the handlebars, an exhausted paddle into
“one more” wave, an over-cranked “dyno” move on a rock crag, or
even getting too radical with your springtime ski-ballet pole planting.
The dreaded rotator cuff shoulder injury is so common in these parts
it’s almost become something of a badge of honour.
But what exactly is a rotator cuff? And why is it so important?
Think of the rotator cuff as a classic 1980s metal band. Much like the
metal band is made up of four integral musical components of vocals,
guitar, bass and drums, the rotator cuff is made up of four integral
and distinct muscles: the supraspinatus, infraspinatus, teres minor,
and subscapularis.
Together, these four muscles travel from the body of the shoulder
blade to attach at the top of the humerus (upper arm bone), and function
to compress the “ball” of the shoulder into the “socket,” providing
stability and delicate control as the arm is used for different functional
activities.
When the rotator cuff muscles are firing in perfect synergy (like Guns
N’ Roses during the Appetite for Destruction era) the shoulder is able
to perform a multitude of beautifully complex movement patterns with
the precision of a face-melting guitar solo.
However, if one of the rotator cuff muscles becomes damaged or
dysfunctional through acute trauma or chronic degeneration, it’s akin
to a metal band losing a key musician. The remaining functional
quality often depends on the severity of the tear and the integrity of
the remaining members.
A large rotator cuff tear that involves complete separation of the
tendon from the bone likely results in significant functional impairment,
and often requires surgical intervention to repair the damage. In
heavy metal lore, this would be similar to losing a band member to an
untimely death, like in 1980 when AC/DC lost their original vocalist
Bon Scott to an alcohol overdose, and had to replace him with Brian
Johnson, who, it should be noted, is still rocking packed stadiums
with them to this very day.

Two-time Canadian National Air Guitar Champion Johnny Utah. MIKE FROMONTREAL PHOTO.
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Smaller rotator cuff tears, where only a portion of the tendon is torn,
often respond well to more conservative rehabilitation, restoring the
rotator cuff to near full function, similar to how Rick Allen, Def Leppard’s
drummer, was able to recover from losing his arm in a street-racing
accident in 1984, and has been capable of performing as the band’s
legendary “one-armed drummer” for the past 30 years since.

Welcome to
local motion
therapy
We have a special interest in
getting you out there again!

physiotherapy
massage therapy
acupuncture
chiropractic
pedorthist (orthotics)
craniosacral therapy

604-894-5525
Come in or call us to get
an appointment...

Find us at:
110-1411 Portage Road, Pemberton, BC, V0N 2L0
www.localmotiontherapy.com info@localmotiontherapy.com
Open Monday – Saturday

Learn to
Kiteboard
this summer
in Squamish

Client: Local Motion Therapy
File: LocalMotionTherapy.indd
Size: 3.6”x 4.875”
Fonts: n/a
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Phone: 604 966 7156

Email: mountainlifebc@me.com

Web: mountainlifemag.ca

Premium Kiteboarding
and SUP Lessons
Gear and Apparel
Visit our shop 38159
Second Ave Squamish
Get connected!

www.seatoskykiteboarding.com
info@seatoskykiteboarding.com
778 266 5483
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ACTION IS THE LIFE OF THE BODY
AS WELL AS THE SOUL
Massage Therapy,
Acupuncture,
Counselling
Naturopathic Care,
Chiropractic Care
Physiotherapy
604 567 2666

Not all rotator cuff injuries
are traumatic in nature. In
fact, a large proportion
of them are the result of
chronic, repetitive strain,
where a combination of
faulty postures, muscular
imbalances, poor motor
control and overuse gradually wear the tendons down
and cause internal friction
between band members, if
you will.
If managed properly, these mechanical problems can be corrected, and the rotator cuff can go on to have a
successful and lengthy Metallica-esque career, but if left unchecked, the
friction on the tendon can build to become a deeper underlying tear, and
before you know it, David Lee Roth has left Van Halen and been replaced
with Sammy Hagar... and we all know how that turned out.
Pat McKinnon can often be found working at Local Motion Therapy in
Pemberton. The rest of the time he is usually rocking out.

squamishintegratedhealth.com
Online booking available on your schedule.
We’re here for you because...

sometimes
adrenaline

HURTS!

AIR GUITARISTS TAKE NOTE:
When a member of the rotator cuff is injured, the most appropriate
course of action in the majority of cases is to undergo a stint of rehab.
Not the usual “Rock Star” kind of rehab, but rather one administered by
a physiotherapist or other appropriately trained health care professional.

Symptoms of an injured rotator cuff
Pain associated with an injured rotator cuff is often felt over the front or
outer aspect of the shoulder and is frequently worse at night. Common
symptoms include:
Pain with overhead activity (throwing, swimming, swigging Jack Daniels).
Pain with reaching movements (putting your leopard-print jacket on,
reaching into back seat of your Camaro).
Pain with lifting or lowering to the front or side.
Difficultly lying on the affected shoulder.
Painful catching through the range of motion, particularly with quick,
unguarded movements like “windmill”-style air guitar maneuvers.
The exact type of rotator cuff rehabilitation is dependent on the nature of
the injury (i.e. traumatic vs. degenerative) and specific to the needs of
each individual. Once the acute nature of the injury has settled down, the
main focus is to identify and correct any underlying mechanical issues
that may have set the rotator cuff up for failure.

Peak Performance

Voted best physio & massagein whistler 10 years in a row!
604 932 7555 - www.peakperformancephysio.com

Physiotherapy & Massage Therapy

Voted best physio & massage in Whistler 11 years in a row!
www.peakperformancephysio.com - 604 932 7555
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These factors include poor control of the shoulder blade, decreased
strength of the rotator cuff, stiffness of the upper thorax, improper
muscle recruitment patterns, technique faults, and training errors.
Each of these issues can be addressed with the use of specific handson manual therapy techniques (myofascial release, joint mobilizations/
manipulations, IMS, acupuncture, movement correction, etc.) and the
development of an individualized home exercise program focused on
reversing imbalances, re-training the appropriate stabilizing musculature,
and getting your rotator cuff back to peak air-guitar playing form!

THE LOFT SALON
WHISTLER’S BEAUTY EXPERTS

HAIR • LASHES • NAILS

604-935-0044
# 2 11 - 4 3 6 8 M A I N S T R E E T, W H I S T L E R V I L L A G E

ABORIGINAL CULTURAL CENTRE +

G I F T G A L L E RY
WHISTLER, BRITISH COLUMBIA CANADA

A T B C / 2014 R E T A I L G A L L E R Y O F T H E Y E A R

SHOP.SLCC.CA

SUMMER HOURS
Open Daily 9:30am – 5pm
1 866 441 7522
4584 Blackcomb Way
Whistler, BC Canada
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ARTIST

KYLE
MOLTEN

UBBS

METALWORKS

FEET BANKS PHOTO.

By Feet Banks
The torch pops repeatedly as sparks bounce off the concrete floor like tiny Ping-Pong suns. The
acrid smell of burning metal hangs in the warm evening air as Pemberton-based, Molten Metalworks
fabricator Kyle Bubbs gets down to another night of work.
Or is it art? Kyle is tentative. “It’s all just measuring and cutting and building,” he says. “If you can
use a tape measure...”
Kyle is also being modest. The 40-year-old father of two (and deputy fire chief for Pemberton)
discovered metalwork in high school and has been fabricating custom steel creations since 1999
from a barn-like shop on ten acres of Pemby farmland.
“For a long time I fought the idea of myself as an artist,” Kyle says. “Or maybe I just never looked
at it that way—when you are young you try to put yourself in a category, but now I feel like I can
visualize stuff better and everything flows smoother. I’m comfortable and I guess I feel more like an
artist because I’m no longer doing everything twice.”
Doing it twice is sometimes the only option. The artistry of Kyle’s work is even more impressive
when you consider the medium—with raw steel, you don’t just erase a mistake or paint over it…
you start again. Kyle is literally banging and burning his ideas into reality with little or no room for
error.
Continued
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Clockwise from Left: The Workshop and the Family. Candelabra tree.
Custom handrail details. Iron cage of doom, circle table. Floating Staircase rail.

With raw steel, you don’t
just erase a mistake or
paint over it… you start
again. Kyle is literally
banging and burning his
ideas into reality with
little or no room for error.

“I just finished a 20-foot-high, panelled fireplace with no hardware showing,” Kyle says, explaining
that polished and exposed steel are his mediums of choice. “I’ve been doing a lot of custom
handrails lately, too. Being so close to Whistler and Vancouver opens up a lot of opportunity to do
big, unique pieces.”
These days that includes a lot of elaborate twisting handrails and custom brackets for lavish homes
and high-end restaurants throughout the Sea to Sky corridor. But over the years, Kyle has built
everything from snowboard park rails and detailed tables and beds, to ornate gates or even a
hanging medieval prisoner cage.
“I pull a lot of inspiration from the people who commission me,” he explains. “They have an idea
and they come to me hoping I can make it a reality. That trust is inspiring.”
So are Kyle’s surroundings. Mount Currie soars above his ten-acre property and in the summers,
Kyle lightens his metal workload a bit in order to help wife Jenny run the farm and family. The
Bubbs’ farm garlic, beef, chickens and bees, and with two boys under the age of 5, there is no
shortage of fun to be had.
“Being self-employed can be a total grind,” he says. “But it works for me. With two young
sons, being able to make my own schedule and farm in the summer is perfect. It’s hard work, but
it’s your own work and I’ve learned to stop worrying about stuff that isn’t really that important in
the grand scheme of it all.”
Spoken like a true artist.
To contact Kyle just email moltenmetalworks@shaw.ca and if you’re into fresh, organic Pemberton
honey or garlic try jennybubbs@gmail.com
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DESIGNED
FOR FREEDOM
Go there, faster. Everything we make is
designed to enable greater freedom of
movement in the mountains. The result
is lightweight, ergonomic gear for the
most liberating mountain experiences.
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THE NORTH FACE STORE:
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venison

halibut

barramundi
BUFFALO

elk

clams

NEW YORK
STEAK

FILET
MIGNON

FOR RESERVATION 604 932 5565
OR BOOK ONLINE

ribeye

mussels

lobster

FREE
PARKING

Dine in style.
Lakeside.

The best view from a table in Whistler! Perched on the shores of
Green Lake, the Edgewater Lodge welcomes you. Minutes from
Whistler Village, yet a world away from the ordinary.

lamb

OUTDOOR SEATING

venison
calamari

www.rimrockcafe.com

GAME

OYSTERS

WILD SALMON

PRAWNS

8020 Alpine Way, Whistler, BC | 604 932 0688 | 1 (888) 870-9065
www.edgewater-lodge.com
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RESTAURANT • TACO TRAILER • CATERING

Delicious!
: CasaNorte

Tacos, Enchiladas,
Burritos & Fresh Salsas!
604.390.2100

38024 Cleveland Ave. Downtown, Squamish, BC
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FOOD

Fueled up and in the lead. Julia Murray and Richie Schley on Whistler’s Top of the World trail. ERIC BERGER PHOTO.

JULES FUEL
Think fast Cap’n Crunch! There’s a new breakfast cereal in town
By Feet Banks
The old saying is: “Breakfast is the most
important meal of the day,” but take a look
at the labels of some of the most popular
breakfast cereals on the shelves and you’ll find
words more suited to an advanced chemistry
experiment than the foundation for a full day of
ripping in the mountains. Pyridoxine hydrochloride? Thiamine mononitrate, BHT preservative?
Sounds suspect.
“With Jules Fuel, there’s no added weirdness,”
says Whistler Olympian Julia Murray, who created her own organic, quinoa-based breakfast
cereal in 2009. “It started with three different
pots and I’d be toasting nuts, grating orange
zest and cooking quinoa and making a mess,”
Julia says. “Then people started asking for the
recipe, so I started sharing it and tweaking it.
My mom helped a lot – she is super healthy
and everything was organic when I was
growing up.”
Born and raised in Whistler, Julia is the only
child of ski icon Stephanie Sloan and legendary
downhiller Dave Murray, so a competitive career
of ski racing was a natural step. Fueled by her
little homemade cereal concoction, Julia was
a part of the first Canadian National Ski Cross
team and went on to compete in the 2010 Winter
Olympic Games right here at home.
“That was my best season,” she says. “I had four
podiums leading into the games and even though
I was racing on a bum knee, I came in 12th at the
Olympics. I think I learned more from that experience than if I had a more positive result.”
Recovering from her second knee surgery after
taking silver at the 2011 World Championships

gave Julia a chance to focus on Jules Fuel
and start testing it out on the public. “I always
liked the local, organic vibe of the Whistler
Farmer’s Market,” she says. “So I signed up
for a couple weeks to see how my fuel would
do. The feedback was awesome and I enjoyed
meeting and sharing the goodness with other
people rather than focusing so much on myself
and my racing.”
With a fresh communications diploma, some
help from her stepdad Ray (“he’s a numbers
guy!”) and friends in the food industry, Julia dialled in her product and marketing strategy and
Jules Fuel Whistler Superfood began gathering
momentum and fans. The mix of quinoa, goji
berries, and assorted healthy seeds and grains
created the perfect breakfast foundation for
Whistler’s hard-charging outdoor population.
“It’s a low glycemic, high protein, high antioxidant
superfood,” Julia enthuses. “So, Whistler has
been the perfect test market. Not just because
of the small-town community support, but also
because Whistler locals are the perfect ambassadors for it.”
Two of those ambassadors are ex-Ski Cross
teammates. Whistler’s Marielle Thompson and
Kelowna’s Kelsey Serwa recently won gold and
silver respectively at the 2014 Winter Olympic
Games in Sochi. “I gave them lots of fuel leading
up to the Games,” says Julia, who retired from
Ski Cross in 2012. “Who knows if they ate it
that morning exactly, but those girls are perfect
ambassadors for the Fuel. As I grow, I just want
to sponsor every athlete in Whistler.”
And Jules Fuel is growing beyond the Whistler
market. Working with Vancouver co-packager
Left Coast Naturals, Julia now has Jules Fuel

Julia Murray: Changing the world one spoonful at a time.
STEPHANIE SLOAN PHOTO.

in grocery stores throughout the Sea to Sky
corridor and Vancouver, including Fresh Street
Market, all four Whole Foods and Nesters
stores in Whistler and Squamish.
“It’s been consistent work, but it’s been fun,”
Jules says. “Now I am in school to become a
holistic nutritionist, and also working on new
flavours and Jules Fuel bars at home in the ‘test’
kitchen. After all these years, my boyfriend Davey
is essentially a professional taster and we’re
always playing around with new ideas and then
hitting the bike trails all day. It is what I make it;
the more I work on it, the more it will grow.”
And when was the last time you heard Cap’n
Crunch or Toucan Sam deliver a breakfast
message about success through hard work?
Just sayin’. julesfuel.ca
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KEYGEAR

LIFESTRAW

Testing new purification technology in the mountains of Peru

The author gets hands on (and sleeves wet) with her field tests. CATHY MARTINEAU-DODD PHOTO.

By Jessica Lefroy
My mother and most physicians worth their
salt would probably recommend more, but the
truth is that you can survive on a single litre of
water per day while hiking. Even so, carrying five days worth on the Salkantay Trek up
to Machu Picchu, Peru is no joke. Billed by
National Geographic Travel Magazine as one
of the world’s Top 25 Treks, Salkantay lured my
mother and me into her sweet embrace with
an opening day of ambling paths and babbling
brooks before bitch-slapping us with steep
climbs up to 4,600 metres (15,092 feet).
Trudging upwards with just one other couple
and our guide, my mother and I experienced
both kinds of Salkantay trekking perspiration:
the regular, ‘sweating from physical exertion’
variety and also the cold, terror-stricken sweat
that comes from being unprovokedly charged by
a wild highland bull as you round a blind corner
on the side of a cliff. Not mentioned in the
guide books—when leaping out of the way of an
attacking bull, jump towards the mountain-side
of the path, not the dizzying, thousand-metre
drop on the other side.
In both cases however, hydration is necessary.
Granted, there were so-ugly-they-were-cute
horses doing the majority of the grunt work and
carrying most of our supplies and water, but
I armed myself with a contingency plan in the
(what seemed highly likely) event that I should
somehow manage to get myself and my mother
lost in the formidable wilds of the Andean
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mountains. With my newly puchased and semitested LifeStraw Personal Water Filter, we felt
slightly less underprepared; we may get lost but
we’d never be thirsty.
Developed in 2005, LifeStraw’s filtration
technology eliminates up to 99.9999 percent
of waterborne bacteria and 99.9 percent of
waterborne protozoan cysts. At a cost of $20,
it requires no batteries, has no moving parts,
weighs just 54 grams, and can filter at least
1,000 litres of water before it needs replacement.
This makes the LifeStraw a great deal more
appealing than other water treatment solutions,
most of which are bulky, high maintenance, or
have expiration dates.

Against the advice of pretty much everyone else
on the Salkantay Trek – guides included – I
tested the efficacy of the LifeStraw in as many
dubious drinking holes as I could possibly
find. To avoid public scrutiny and judgement,
I devised a system of pretending to fall behind
the group for a pee, but instead would just belly
up to the bar and drink deeply from some of
Peru’s sparkling natural springs and much less
appealing stagnant pools. Of course my mother
caught on pretty quickly, but I think she was
just happy to see me drinking plenty of water.
It’s been almost a month since we stood
amongst the storied ruins of Machu Picchu and
I have yet to develop any water-born illnesses.
The Peruvian LifeStraw ditch water
definitely did not taste as fresh as
Sea to Sky tap water, but it kept me
alive and “intestinally secure”. I’ve
since stocked my Squamish earthquake/zombie survival kit with a
LifeStraw and plan on carrying this
bad boy with me on every future wilderness trip. And should my mother
attempt another outdoor adventure (it would be
her second), I’m pretty she will as well. Plus,
with every consumer purchase of a LifeStraw,
the company distributes water purifiers to
schools in Africa. It cleans your water and your
soul, one litre at a time. buylifestraw.com

Lifestraw requires no batteries, has no
moving parts, weighs just 54 grams,
and can filter at least 1,000 litres of
water before it needs replacement.
The LifeStraw was initially developed as an
emergency relief tool and has been distributed to
aid in nearly every humanitarian crisis around
the world to assist development organizations,
governments, and other groups working towards United Nations Millennium Development
Goals. Among other accolades, it was chosen
as one of CNN’s Ten Ideas to Change the
World, and won TIME’s Best Inventions award.
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Alex Le, Souther Chilcotins, BC. JUSTIN COUGHLAN PHOTO.
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Stu Smith, Squamish, BC. MARSHAL CHUPA PHOTO.
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Stephen Matthews, Abbotsford, BC. REUBEN KRABBE PHOTO.
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KC Deane, Whistler, BC. MASON MASHON PHOTO.
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John Irvine, Seymour River, BC. JORDAN MANLEY PHOTO.
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Web and water. NICOLAS TEICHROB PHOTO.
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LOCAL PICKS

PATAGONIA MEN’S
LEASHLESS JACKET

LANDYACHTZ TOMAHAWK
LONGBOARD

HELLY HANSEN ODIN
MOONLIGHT JACKET

“Pared-down and packable, the
Torrentshell Jacket is an H2No®
Performance Standard 2.5-layer
nylon waterproof/breathable hard
shell for seriously wet weather.”
Jeff, Patagonia Store, Whistler
Marketplace 604.932.2526
patagonia.com

“The fully-featured, 3-layer technical
alpine hard shell built with GORETEX® Active fabric delivers optimal
breathability for modern, in-a-day
alpine climbing objectives.”
Jeff, Patagonia Store, Whistler
Marketplace 604.932.2526
patagonia.com

“Built with fun in mind, The Tomahawk features a 39” maple deck
with a symmetrical foot platform
and an adjustable wheelbase option. It’s built with fun in mind and
nose and tail kicks make this board
extra agile and manoeuvrable while
still encouraging you to reach into
your bag of tricks.”
Nate.The Boardroom, Lonsdale,
North Vancouver, 604.985.9669
or West 4th Ave, 604.764.7669
landyachtz.com

“A new addition for both men and
women the 2014 Odin Moonlight
jacket is incredibly lightweight and
HellyTech waterproof/breathable.
Whether you’re hiking, biking,
running or walking the dog the
Odin Moonlight is a do-everything
shell that holds the elements at
bay and literally has your back.”
Jeff, Helly Hansen, Westin Hotel
604.932.0142 and Whistler Village
604.932.0143 hellyhansen.com

TO PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS IN OUR NEW SECTION, CONTACT
JON AT 604 815 1900 / TODD AT 604 907 1074

PATAGONIA WOMEN’S
TORRENTSHELL JACKET
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Welcome to the Rocky Mountain
Chocolate Factory. A place where
dreams are made into reality. Witness
decadence as fudge, caramel,
brittle, and sponge toffee are made
before your eyes. Drown yourself in
a selection of our gourmet chocolates or indulge in one of our thirty
flavours of handmade ice cream.
Without a doubt we will please
every palate. Located across from
the whistler village gondola.

Website rockychoc.com
Phone Number 604.932.4100
Location 4293 Mountain Square
Whistler (by Whistler’s gondolas)

Whistler Resort Cabs offer taxi service
within Whistler and to Downtown Vancouver and the Vancouver Airport. We
offer 6 and 7 passenger AWD Vans and
SUVs as well as Wheelchair Accessible
Service. Call us for your taxi needs or
book online for Airport or Downtown
pickups/dropoffs.

Website resortcabs.com
Phone Number 604.938.1515

Whistler’s Premier Printer since
1986!
T-shirts, hoodies, business cards,
posters and stickers.

Website ths.ca
Phone Number 604.932.6308
Location Suite 6-1365 Alpha Lk Rd
Function Junction, Whistler

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
THUNDERBOLT 730

ARC’TERYX ALPHA FL 45 BACKPACK

“The all-new offering from Rocky is an attainable,
sub-30lbs, Toonie Race messiah. Standing
on 120mm of travel and equipped with 27.5”
wheels, the agile and playful Thunderbolt delivers
a great mix of intuitive XC capabilities and pure
playful trail fun. Take one for a ride today and
become a believer.”
Devin, Skiis & Biikes, Whistler Marketplace
604.905.4100 and Creekside 604.905.2444
skiisandbiikes.com

“Moving quickly and safely in the mountains
requires a great pack. Weighing only 0.65kg
but with enough volume for a full day trip, The
Alpha FL 45 features four outside attachment
points for carrying skis or a sleeping pad, plus
bungee attachments to hold crampons or provide
easy access to a jacket when the weather
turns. Seam-taped, waterproof and made from
durable ripstop fabric, the Alpha FL 45 is the
best pack for fat and light alpine, rock, ice and
ski mountaineering.”
James, Arc’teryx Whistler Store, Whistler
Marketplace, 604.962.9272 arcteryx.com

BOARDWORKS GREAT BEAR STAND UP
PADDLEBOARD
“The award-winning Great Bear is the perfect
SUP for coastal waters of the Sea to Sky.
Tested extensively by Boardworks athlete and
Squamish local Norm Hann, this board is designed for stability in rough conditions and efficient glide with the displacement hull design.
Capable of carrying gear for multi-day paddles,
the Great Bear is a beautiful board equally at
home on local lakes, in downwind conditions or
as part of your fitness and training program.”
Brian, Escape Route Whistler 604.938.3228
and Squamish 604.892.3228 escaperoute.ca

REP UBLIC
BICYCLES

Brackendale
What up DUPS!
We’re Wrapping the Phatties!

Website dupsburritos.com
Phone Number 604.905.0210
Location 114-4368 Main St.,
Whistler, BC, V0N 1B4

Burnt Stew Computers is Whistler’s
only Authorized Apple Reseller and
Service Provider since 1996. We
offer Apple sales and service and
provide onsite and in store service
from warranty repairs to upgrades.
As an Authorized Lightspeed POS
reseller, we can handle all of your
POS needs.

Website burntstew.bc.ca
Email info@burntstew.bc.ca
Phone Number 604.938.2550
Location 1200 Alpha Lake Road,
Unit 210, Whistler, BC

The closest bike shop to the infamous,
super-secret Brackendale pump
track, Republic is also conveniently
located right beside a coffee joint
so you can boost your energy levels
while setting yourself and your bike
up for success. Specializing in service
and sales, and a two-time winner of
“Best Bike Shop in Squamish” and
“Friendliest Staff,” Republic is “by the
people, for the people” and has been
a stand-out in Squamish in one form
or another since 2007.
Website riderepublic.com
Phone Number 604.898.1953
Location 41340 Government Road
Brackendale - Squamish, BC
V0N 1H0

SkiTrader.com is the #1 source for
used ski & snowboard equipment.
Sell your old winter equipment by
posting a free ad. All postings are
free. Browse other postings near you
and find the best gear for a deal. It’s
Craigslist, but specifically for ski and
snowboard equipment. Check it out
today at skitrader.com.

Website skitrader.com
Phone Number 1.877.352.SKIS
Location Online
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Water is barely tangible, fear is definitely not. TODD LAWSON PHOTO.

O

ne of the biggest intangibles of living in the mountains is fear. For professional athletes
fear is embraced—it must be understood and accepted in order to get the job done. Fear
is part of the game.

For the everyday recreationalist however, fear often is the game. And as we all head out into the
Coast Mountains this summer, dealing with our fears can provide some of the greatest moments
of the season.
“I knew I wanted to do it,” says Pemberton’s Julia Lattimer when she first eyed up this big kicker
jump on a hot summer evening at Lillooet Lake. “There were some serious butterflies, but I
just grabbed the bike and it was all or nothing. I didn’t give myself the opportunity to get really
scared, otherwise I would’ve talked myself out of it.”
Once airborne, Lattimer’s thoughts floated (along with her bike) peacefully into the ethereal
inevitable— she knew a big, wet face-plant was coming her way, but that was okay.
“Going off the ramp was pretty surreal. Suddenly all fear was gone. I knew I was going over but
everything happened so fast but in slow-motion at the same time.”
That time-warp moment of clarity is exactly the kind of intangible experience that makes
summers, and life, amazing. “I’ve never done anything like that before,” Lattimer says, “but I was
pretty pumped that I did and I definitely wanted to do it again. Once the fear is gone and you
know you can do it… well, you just want to do it more.”
– Todd Lawson
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THE

Playing for a living

RIDING IN THE MOUNTAINS, MAKING NEW FRIENDS,
ENJOYING THE OUTDOORS AND RECREATING IS WHAT WE DO
FOR A LIVING. THIS IS THE CANADIAN WILDERNESS LIFE.
WE SPEND OUR WORK DAYS HAVING ALL KINDS OF FUN AND
WE WANT TO SHARE IT WITH YOU.
OUR GOAL IS TO MAKE YOUR ADVENTURE WITH US THE
HIGHLIGHT OF YOUR HOLIDAY. WE WANT TO TAKE YOU PLACES
YOU’VE ONLY EVER DREAMED OF, THEN SEND YOU HOME
RECHARGED, SMILING, AND WITH A FRESH OUTLOOK ON LIFE.
ALL YOU NEED TO DO IS SHOW UP.

CALLAGHAN

WE PROVIDE HONDA ATVS (THAT CAN GO ANYWHERE), STYLISH OUTFITS (GUM BOOTS AND
YELLOW RAIN SLICKERS), WELL TRAINED GUIDES AND WHISTLER’S BEST TRAIL NETWORKS.
ITS ALL ABOUT ADVENTURE WHILE RESPECTING NATURE AND THE INCREDIBLE PLAYGROUND
IT PROVIDES.

CANADIAN
WILDERNESS ADVENTURES

604.938.1616

www.canadianwilderness.com

Carleton Lodge, base of Whistler Mountain, 4282 Mountain Square
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Brilliant!
eco-exhilaration™

The Ziptrek Ecotours adventure area is located above
Whistler Village, in a spectacular temperate rainforest
valley between Whistler and Blackcomb Mountains.
Our Guest Services desk is in the Carleton Lodge
across from the Whistler Village gondolas

WS1477

604.935.0001 or 1.866.935.0001
ziptrek.com

